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 Abstract 
 
 
 
 
The first chapter of this thesis introduces the field of protein folding. The occurrence of 
protein folding as a pathway instead of a random search is necessary for proteins to fold on 
biological time scales. It can be shown that small energetic biases towards a folded state can 
reduce the folding time of a protein to biologically relevant time scales. The study of protein 
folding seeks to understand the mechanism by which a protein transitions from an unfolded state 
to its native state. The recent development of many new experimental techniques including the 
fast relaxation imaging and temperature jumps used in our lab has allowed the study of protein 
folding in the cell. Chapter 2 of this thesis describes the development of a method to characterize 
variations in the folding of the protein phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) inside living bacterial 
cells. Chapter 3 reports on the characterization of the spectral properties of CdSe quantum dots 
for use in shaping laser temperature jumps, so that kinetics of proteins in live cells can be studied 
with accurate temperature calibration.  
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Chapter 1: OVERVIEW OF PROTEIN FOLDING 
 
 
 
Proteins have been defined as the workhorses of the cell, catalyzing almost every 
biochemical reaction that occur in living organisms [1]. Amino acids are the building blocks of 
proteins. There are 20 common amino acids in the standard genetic code. However, some 
organisms can code for additional amino acids such as selenocysteine, or modify the existing 
amino acids as seen in the case of hydroxyproline. Regardless of the amino acid, they all share a 
similar structure with an amino group on one end, a carboxylic acid group on their other end, and 
a unique side chain groups (Figure 1.1a). The amino group of one amino acid and the carboxylic 
acid group of another undergo a condensation reaction and form a peptide bond together. 
Additional amino acids can join the ends of this chain (Figure 1.1b). Proteins are the resulting 
polymer when this is done repeatedly when many amino acids, now called residues, are bonded 
one after another in a particular characterstic sequence.  Amino acids with the exception of 
glycine are chiral molecules, and cells use the L-form to make proteins. 
 
Figure 1.1. (a) Generic amino acid structure. The R represents the side chain group and is unique for each amino 
acid. (b) Peptide bond linking together two amino acids. The R groups could be different between the two amino 
acids and are labeled R1 and R2.  
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The structure of a protein is organized into four levels. The linear amino acid sequence of 
a protein is termed its primary structure. The next level of protein structure is its secondary 
structure which commonly consists of alpha helix and beta sheet structures that are the result of 
local hydrogen bonding between amino groups and carboxyl groups. The tertiary structure refers 
to the overall 3-dimensional shape of the protein and is the result of hydrogen bonding, Van der 
Waal interactions, disulfide bonds, hydrophobic interactions, and electrostatic interactions 
between the residues of the protein. For some proteins, there is an additional level of 
organization termed the quarternary structure where multiple separately folded subunits, each 
with tertiary structure, group together to form a larger protein.  
When proteins are synthesized by ribosomes in the process of translation, they are 
synthesized as a linear sequence of amino acids, but how the primary structure of the protein 
gave rise to the final, functional 3-D shape of the protein was a mystery. Christian Anfinsen’s 
experiment exploring the denaturation of ribonuclease in BME and urea in 1961 gave rise to an 
entirely new field of study in protein folding. Anfinsen showed that all of the information 
necessary for a protein’s three-dimensional structure was contained in its particular sequence of 
amino acids. Elucidating the mechanism by which a protein folds from a chain of amino acids to 
a function 3-D complex became known as the protein folding problem [2].   
Cyrus Levinthal later remarked on the protein folding problem in the late 60’s in his 
famous Levinthal’s paradox that it was infeasible for proteins to fold by randomly testing 
conformations until it found the native structure [3]. Using a random search, it would take the 
protein longer than the age of the universe for a protein to fold yet proteins are observed to fold 
in milliseconds or faster [4]. The point of Levinthal’s paradox was not to demonstrate that 
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protein folding is impossible, as it is clearly possible, but instead to highlight the notion that the 
protein folding is a structured search process. 
In the following decades, multiple models for protein folding were proposed. The earliest 
model was the nucleation-growth model in which secondary structures first form into a nucleus 
which then folds the rest of the protein [5]. Another model, the framework model, suggested that 
an intermediate with secondary structure is formed first and then the preformed secondary 
structure pack together to form the tertiary structure [6]. These two models have been described 
as hierarchical models where the protein first folds from its primary structure to its secondary 
structure, and then the tertiary structure forms after the secondary structure [7]. The hydrophobic 
collapse model, offered a different perspective on protein folding. The hydrophobic collapse 
model proposed that the compaction of hydrophobic regions of the protein occurs first which 
places the amino acids in favorable locations for forming tertiary interactions [8]. A fourth model 
is the nucleation-condensation model which proposes that secondary and tertiary structures form 
simultaneously [9].  
A common theme among these models is that protein folding is not a random search 
process. The protein takes a series of steps, the majority of which are energetically biased 
towards the native state, which is described to be the lowest energy state of the protein. In fact, in 
the “funnel” or “energy landscape” model of protein folding [10], a small energy bias against 
non-native configurations reduces the protein folding time from an astronomically long time to a 
biologically relevant time scale [11]. A yet even simpler model showed that a “random search” 
with a probability bias towards the native state reduces folding rates to observed values [11]. 
As many theoretical models of protein involve complex mathematics and statistical 
mechanics well beyond the scope of this thesis, a greatly simplified model drawn heavily from 
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Martinez’s educational work is discussed instead [12]. In this model, protein folding is 
represented in a context analogous to a coin-flipping problem. The model makes a few 
assumptions: the probability for a protein to be unfolded is given by equation (1-1) where N is 
the number of residues in the peptide; each peptide can be in one of two states – correct or 
incorrect; each residue undergoes a perturbation at time intervals  , in which each residue has its 
state rerolled; the probability of a residue changing to the correct confirmation during the 
perturbation is  , and the probability of the new state is independent of the previous state [12]. A 
completely correctly folded protein is defined when all N residues are in the “correct” state thus 
has a probability of    of appearing. The probability of the protein being fully folded after a 
fixed amount of time    (for k = 1, 2, 3…) is described by a geometric distribution (1). 
        (  =   ) = (1 −  
 )   (  ) (1-1) 
The probability that protein becomes folded sometime within a time    is given by the 
cumulative distribution function of (1).  
 
       (  ≤   ) =   (1 −  
 )   (  )
 
   
 
(1-2) 
The summation in (1-2) is a sum of a finite geometric series which has a well-known closed form 
allowing (1-2) to rewritten as shown in (1-3). The expression in (1-3) can be rewritten in terms of 
time T=n elapsed instead of n (1-4).  
 
       (  ≤   ) =
  (1 − (1 −   ) )
1 − (1 −   )
= 1 − (1 −   )   
(1-3) 
        (  ≤  ) = 1 − (1 −  
 ) /  (1-4) 
In a completely random search, the probability of being in either the correct or incorrect state is 
equal, and the value of   is 0.5. The half-time t1/2, or the time it takes the probability for the 
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protein to be folded to reach 50 %,  as a useful way to measure the time scale of protein folding 
for this model [12]. For the probability distribution in (1-4), the t1/2 is given as (1-5). 
 
  
 
=
  ln(0.5)
ln (1 −   )
 
(1-5) 
Martinez showed that the halftime greatly depends on the value of  ; increasing   significantly 
lowers the half time [12]. Figure 1.2 shows a figure from Martinez’s work depicting the 
dependence of the half time for different values of  .  
 
Figure 1.2. Figure taken from Martinez’s work depicting the dependence of the half time for folding on the 
probability bias   and the number of residues N in the protein. The figure was made assuming a   of 1 ns. [12] 
 
Introducing a probability bias towards “correct” states can be linked to an energy 
difference between correct and incorrect states using the Boltzmann distribution. The probability 
of finding a residue in a correct state with some energy Ec respectively is given by (1-6) where g 
represents the degeneracy of the state and Q is the partition function. A similar equation can be 
written for the incorrect state (1-7). 
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As defined earlier, the probability of being in the correct state is   and consequently the 
probability of being in the incorrect state is 1 −  . Combining this with equations (1-6, 1-7) 
yield an expression that can be used to describe the relationship between   and the relative 
energies of the correct and incorrect states (1-8 and 1-9). The value of Ec becomes increasingly 
smaller than Ei as the value of   increases [12]. This implies that having energetically favorable 
“correct” states can increase the probability of being in that state which is consistent with the 
conclusions of other models of protein folding. 
 
 (       )
 (         )
=
 
1 −  
=
   
 
  
  
   
 
  
  
 
(1-8) 
 
   −    = −      
  
  
 
 
1 −  
   
(1-9) 
Obviously, this model makes some unrealistic assumptions (e.g. new states being independent of 
the previous state as proteins generally do not randomly unfold correctly folded structures). 
However, this simple model captures the essence of more complex models developed by 
Wolynes and coworkers and Dill and coworkers [10, 13] , in that a bias towards the native state 
can significantly decrease the protein folding time.   
A common way to depict the decreasing energy of a protein as it folds is a protein folding 
energy landscape [10, 14]. The energy landscape of a protein is a plot of the energy of all the 
possible conformations along a vertical axis and plotting the absolute value of configurational 
entropy along a radial axis (Figure 1.3a). Often times, a 2-D slice of the landscape is viewed 
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instead (Figure 1.3b). In reality however, the actual conformational entropy of the protein will 
likely require much more than a single coordinate to describe.  
 
 
 
Figure 1.3. (a) General funnel depiction of the folding energy landscape of a protein (b) 2-D slice of the protein 
folding funnel. 
 
This folding funnel [10] provides an intuitive view of protein folding in which a protein 
“falls” down its funnel as it folds towards its native state, and the folding pathway varies 
depending on the particular initial unfolded state the protein. The protein energy landscape is 
indeed a funnel; as was described previously, protein folding involves the formation of 
energetically favorable states as it folds towards its native state, hence its energy decreases as it 
folds. The funnel narrows as the result of fewer configurations of the protein at lower energies. 
The narrowing of the funnel represents an entropic penalty to folding. Folding barriers arise 
when there is a decrease an entropy without a compensating decrease in the energy of the state. 
That is, if the protein residues lose their flexibility in their configuration (decrease in entropy) 
but do not make sufficient energetically favorable contacts in the process.  
However, there are proteins whose folding landscape has no energy barrier. These 
“downhill” folding proteins are useful candidates for determining the protein folding speed limit 
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[15]. Natural proteins with energy barriers in their folding pathways can be engineered to fold 
downhill, implying that barriers are not inherent to protein folding [16]. Barriers in protein 
folding may have arisen as the result of evolution. The finite number of amino acids prevents 
perfect interactions and packing in the protein, and proteins may require particular long loop 
structures for their function [16].  
In addition to large advances in protein folding theory, there have been concomitant 
advances in experimental methods to observe and characterize protein folding. These new 
techniques include NMR chemical analysis [17], mass spectrometry [18, 19], hydrogen exchange 
[20, 21], chemical denaturants [22], stoppped flow cells [23], circular dichroism [24,25], 
fluorescence detection [26], temperature jumps [27,28], and pressure jumps [29]. The 
temperature jump was the main method used for the work in this thesis, and will be the only 
method discussed in further detail.  
The development of the temperature jump greatly improved the time resolution of protein 
folding. Before the mid 90’s, kinetic studies of protein folding were limited to millisecond 
resolution, the time resolution of rapid mixing techniques [27]. However, early folding events are 
not resolved at millisecond resolution. Resistive temperature jumps were developed in the 1960s 
[30], and first applied by Nölting, Golbik, and Fersht to reduce the time delay found in mixing 
techniques [27]. This early form of the temperature jump involved refolding a cold denatured 
barstar by using rapid electrical discharge heating with µs resolution. Shortly after, a laser 
induced temperature jump with ns resolution, first applied to small molecules by Flynn and 
coworkers in the mid-1970s [31,32], was applied to study initial folding events in apomyoglobin 
[28]. The temperature jump in this study was induced by a Raman shifted Nd:YAG laser, and the 
protein was probed using tryptophan fluorescence [28]. Around the same time, another 
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temperature jump for studying fast protein folding events was developed by Dyer and coworkers 
[33].  Their study used an injection seeded, Q-switched Nd:YAG laser to monitor α-helix 
formation in a  GCN4-p1 peptide using changes in IR spectra [33].  
The temperature jump involves a sudden temperature perturbation to the system that can 
be approximated as a step change. The equilibrium relaxation response can be described as a first 
order linear differential equation in terms of   where    is the equilibrium position and α 
represents the current state of the system (1-10) [4]. 
  (α)
dt
=
1
 
(  ( ) −  ( )) 
(1-10) 
Due to the temperature perturbation, there is a new equilibrium position    for the system.  The 
change between the old and new equilibrium states has some size Δ  . Equation (1-10) can be 
rewritten in terms of the deviation variables α′ =   −    and α 
  =    −   ,  where s denotes the 
initial steady state value (1-11). For a step change of size Δ   in the equilibrium position, 
equation (1-11) can be taken into the s-domain by a Laplace transform (12). 
  (α′)
dt
=
1
 
(  
  ( ) −  ′( )) 
(1-11) 
 
 Δα(s) =
Δ  
 (   + 1)
 
(1-12) 
Equation (1-12) has a well-known inverse Laplace, and the time domain evolution of the system 
position α in response to a step change is shown in equation (13). As is true for Laplace 
transforms, only the time domain of the system for t > 0 is considered where in this case t = 0 
represents the time of the equilibrium disturbance. 
 
Δα( ) = Δα   1 −  
 
 
   
(1-13) 
Figure 1.4 shows a graphical depiction of this response. 
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Figure 1.4. Graphical depiction of system relaxation to a new equilibrium state for a first order response.  
 
Proteins do not communicate their current conformation in any obvious way, and it is 
impossible to see their conformation with the naked eye. Using structural determination methods 
such as x-ray crystallography could allow one to determine the conformation of the protein, but 
these methods do not offer the time resolution required to track the protein conformation in a 
temperature jump experiment. As a result, the use of probes are necessary to determine 
conformation of the protein with appropriate time resolution. When performing temperature 
jumps, fluorescence based probes are often used. Proteins containing tryptophan (W) residues 
have intrinsic fluorescence. By using pulse-relaxation experiments, monitoring quenching, or 
monitoring fluorescence wavelength shifts, tryptophan fluorescence can report on a protein’s 
conformation [28, 34, 35]. Proteins that do not contain tryptophan or whose tryptophan residues 
are not in “accessible” locations can be mutated to include a W residue in a desired location.  
Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) is another way in which fluorescence can be 
used to probe protein conformation. FRET refers to the nonradiative energy transfer between an 
energy donor and an energy acceptor. The energy donor in FRET probes is generally a 
fluorescent molecule such as GFP that can be externally excited. One major requirement of 
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FRET is that the energy donor and acceptor must be in close proximity. The energy transfer 
efficiency rapidly falls off as 1/r6 where r is the distance between the donor and acceptor. The 
Förster radius (R0) of a FRET pair is the distance in which the FRET efficiency is 50 percent. 
The value of the Förster radius is proportional to the spectral overlap integral between the 
emission spectrum of the donor and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor, so the donor and 
acceptor must be carefully chosen such that there is sufficient overlap between their spectra for 
FRET to occur at reasonable distances. The high sensitivity of FRET to distance is precisely the 
reason it can be used to monitor protein conformation. A folded protein is packed tightly relative 
to its unfolded state. If a FRET-pair is introduced to the protein such that the acceptor and donor 
are in close proximity when the protein is folded, then unfolding of the protein will be seen as a 
loss of FRET and acceptor fluorescence.  
Proteins do not generally exhibit intrinsic FRET, so changes must be made to the protein 
for FRET to be used a conformational probe. One such change is to create a fusion protein 
containing a donor fluorescent protein at one terminal and an acceptor fluorescent protein at the 
other terminal. An example of such fluorescent proteins are green fluorescent protein (GFP) and 
mCherry. In fact, a GFP-mCherry FRET pair has been used to study the conformation of PGK 
protein in vivo [36].   
With the many advances in theoretical and computational models and experimental 
methods in protein folding in the last few decade, protein folding is not as enigmatic as it once 
was; however, despite the many advances made, there remain many challenges and unanswered 
questions in the field. The ability of force fields used in molecular dynamics to simulate true 
potential energy surfaces is still advancing [37]. Simulations are only able to accurately predict 
the structure of smaller proteins with perhaps a hundred residues and sub-millisecond folding 
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times [38, 39], but many biologically relevant proteins contain hundreds of residues and fold in 
seconds or longer. In addition, in vivo protein folding is still poorly understood, and techniques 
to study in vivo protein folding have only recently begun to be developed [40]. Progress in 
understanding how protein folding and misfolding compete could one day lead to better drug 
design and targeting, and understanding of protein-folding related diseases such as Alzheimer’s 
disease. This offspring of fundamental protein folding studies is currently a very active area of 
research [41, 42]. 
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CHAPTER 2: Population Level in vivo Study of 
Phosphoglycerate Kinase Folding 
 
 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The cellular environment is unimaginably complex. It contains countless different 
molecules as well as chemical and temperature gradients. To complicate matters, it is a futile 
effort to sufficiently control any of these parameters with current methods. Observations have 
shown that the complex cellular environment has an influence on protein stability and folding 
[43]. That is, the same protein behaves differently under in vitro and in vivo conditions.  
However, studying the in vivo behavior of proteins is important for understanding the cellular 
processes that make life possible. Therefore it is essential to understand how cellular proteins 
behave under natural conditions instead of in the test tube. 
A particularly important cellular process is glycolysis, an ancient, universal pathway by 
which many organisms generate energy. There are 10 major steps in glycolysis which ultimately 
convert glucose into two molecules of pyruvate (Figure 2.1). Phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) is a 
protein involved in the seventh step of glycolysis and is involved in the transfer of a phosphate 
group from 1,3 bisphophoglycerate to ADP. PGK has been well studied by our lab and was also 
chosen to be the protein studied in these experiments [36,45]. PGK has the advantage of having 
N and C termini that are close in spatial proximity. A PGK-FRET complex has already 
previously been used in our lab to study in vivo protein folding [36]. This complex is a fusion 
protein which has a base PGK protein with a GFP protein attached to its N-terminus and a 
mCherry protein attached to its C-terminus (Figure 2.2) 
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Figure 2.1. Overview of the steps in glycolysis. Phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK), highlighted in the red box, is 
involved in the transfer of a phosphate group from 1,3 BPG to ADP, resulting in the formation of ATP. 
 
 
Figure 2.2. (a) Schematic of PGK-FRET protein with the left side being the N-terminus of PGK and the right side 
the C-terminus. (b) Schematic of the GPGK-tc protein which has a reduced size on its C-terminus (c) 3-D  visual of 
construct adapted from Wirth et. al 2013 [45]. The green rectangle represents GFP, the larger blue protein represents 
PGK, and the red zigzag represents labeled ReAsh. 
 
A previous study on PGK showed that the effect that cellular crowding has on protein 
folding varies from cell to cell. In particular, a previous study found that PGK folding time 
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constants varied much more in vivo than in vitro [43]. One possible explanation for this increased 
variation is that the chemical composition of each cell is unique, or even in the case of cells 
having the same chemical composition, the environment is likely to not be homogeneous unlike 
test tube conditions. The present experiment is an attempt to characterize the inherent variation 
of in vivo protein folding on a population level. 
At the time, available experimental methods were inadequate to characterize this 
variation; the previous work on in vivo variation in PGK folding used mammalian cancer cells 
which did not provide a large enough sample size to draw conclusions about the variation of 
protein folding in cells. However, variation was definitely notable in their study. They found that 
the folding time constant   was 2.03 s with a standard deviation (SD) of 0.11 s in vitro but a   of 
4.1 s in vivo with a standard deviation of 1.2 s [43]. Here, we developed a method to 
simultaneously observe and characterize protein folding in numerous E. coli cells in order to 
obtain population level sample sizes to characterize how protein folding may vary in vivo from 
cell to cell. 
The use of E. coli cells presented their own problems. They are much smaller than the 
previously studied U2OS cells, making them much harder to image. In addition, the PGK-FRET 
used to study PGK folding in mammalian cells was unable to be used in E. coli. Previous work 
had attempted to use PGK-FRET to study in vivo folding in E. coli. However, they found that 
expression of significant amounts of the protein in E. coli led to aggregation (Figure 2.3) [4]. 
Aggregation led to inaccurate kinetic data as indicated by an increase in the red channel 
fluorescence during temperature jumps which suggested that energy transfer took place between 
the GFP donor and mCherry acceptor of separate proteins. Therefore, a new construct in which 
the C-terminus mCherry was substituted for a tetracysteine tag was developed as a substitute for 
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the PGK-FRET complex. The tetracysteine tag itself is not fluorescent but can act as a binding 
site for fluorescent biarsenical dyes. 
 
Figure 2.3. Expression of PGK-FRET in E. coli led to visible areas of aggregation. [4] 
 
The use of the biarsenical dye, fluorescein arsenical helix binder (FlAsH), was first used 
to label proteins in living cells by Roger Tsien [46]. However, FlAsH has a fluorescence 
spectrum that overlaps greatly with that of GFP; FlAsH has a fluorescence peak at around 529 
nm while GFP peaks around 509 nm). Therefore, the FlAsH dye was not a good choice as FRET 
acceptor for the construct. To match the 610 nm emission peak of mCherry used in the previous 
PGK-FRET construct, a newer biarsenical dye, resorufin arsenical helixbinder (ReAsH) was 
chosen. ReAsh has an emission maximum at 608 nm [47]. 
Non-specific binding of the arsenical dyes to endogenous cysteine pairs would be toxic to 
the cells, so the dyes are often comlexed with 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT2) to lower toxicity and 
non-specific binding [47]. In addition, when complexed with EDT2, the arsenical dyes are 
practically non-fluorescent. In the case of FlasH the FlAsH-EDT2 compounds was 50,000 times 
less fluorescent than the tetracysteine bound FlasH [47]. 
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Figure 2.4. Structure and Binding of ReAsh to a tetracysteine (tc) tag 
 
  
2.2 INSTRUMENTATION OF LIVE CELL MICROSCOPE  
 
The fast relaxation imaging (FreI) microscope instrumentation used for kinetic 
measurements was developed by past group members Simon Ebbinghaus and Appratim Dhar 
[40]. The instrument is a modified fluorescence microscope that includes a diode laser 
temperature jump source, LED excitation diodes, and a two color CCD camera [36]. For our 
setup, the temperature jumps for kinetic studies were made by shaped laser pulses from a 2200 
nm IR laser. Heating resistors heated the stage to a desired pre-jump temperature for 
thermodynamic studies. Laser jump shaping and heating current PID tuning were performed by 
Hannah Gelman.  
Kinetics and thermodynamics of the protein were monitored using FRET. The GFP-
PGK-tc construct used in our studies has green fluorescence from the GFP and red fluorescence 
from FRET. A 470 nm blue LED excites the GFP, the FRET donor. The resulting fluorescence 
from the stage passes through two dichroic mirrors. The first 470 nm dichroic mirror bends the 
blue excitation light while allowing the fluorescence signals to pass through. The second 585 nm 
dichroic mirror splits the red and green fluorescence signals. The split signals are then collected 
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in separate channels of a CCD camera at 24 FPS. Imaging was done using the 63x objective. A 
schematic of the instrument set up is shown in Figure 2.5. 
 
 
Figure 2.5. Outline of major components of live cell imaging equipment. A 475 nm blue LED is used to excite 
the stage and the emitted fluorescence is collected and split into two channels on the CCD camera – one channel for 
red wavelengths and the other for green. A 2200 nm IR laser is used for temperature jumping. 
 
2.3 STRAINS OF E. coli UTILIZED 
 
MG-1655 and BL-21 E. coli were utilized in these experiments. Professor Ido Golding 
provided the MG-1655 cells. Although a previous study using FlAsh labeled CRABP I by 
Ignatova used BL-21 cells [48], MG-1655 cells were chosen for this experiments for a number of 
reasons. The original imaging was planned to be performed on agar plates, but the BL-21 cells 
were observed in previous work to not divide on the agar plates and instead just continued 
growing.  Perhaps the most important reason why the MG-1655 cells were chosen is that they are 
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larger than the BL-21 cells, making them easier to image under the microscope. The MG-1655 
also better resemble wild type E. coli whereas BL-21 cells have many genetic changes that 
optimize them for expression. As such, the BL-21 cells were used for expression of the GFP-
PGK-TC construct in vitro. The in vivo GFP-tc construct controls did not require imaging, so 
BL-21 were also used to express GFP-tc in vivo. XL1-blue supercompetent cells were used for 
purification of plasmids as suggested by the plasmid purification protocol from Qiagen. 
2.4 GPGKtc CONSTRUCT IN VITRO 
For the in vitro studies on GPGK-tc and GFP-tc, the genes were incorporated into a 
pDream vector provided by Genscript Corp and expressed with BL21 E. coli. The plasmid 
encoded a FLAG, His6 tag, and a thrombin cleavage site on the N-terminus of the protein. The 
expression and purification protocol of these proteins is described elsewhere [4]. Most notably, 
however, is that thrombin cleavage was not performed on the proteins and thus FLAG and His6 
affinity tags were not removed before in vitro experiments.  
2.5 GPGKtc CONSTRUCT IN VIVO 
The GFP-PGK-tc (GPGK-tc) construct used is a 699 residue, 76 kDa protein which is 
very similar to the previously studied PGK-FRET construct [44]. The GFP in this construct is 
Aequorea coerulescens GFP, or AcGFP1 and is attached to the N-terminus of PGK. The 
previous PGK-FRET construct contained an additional mCherry protein (27 kDa) on its C-
terminus which is replaced by the tetracysteine tag (tc) “FLNCCPGCCMEP”. The amino acid 
and nucleotide sequence of GPGK-tc and PGK-FRET are shown in Appendix A.  
The PGK in the two constructs is a mutated variant of yeast PGK 1-415 with the 
mutations Y122W/W308F/W333F [44]. These mutations destabilize PGK so that it will unfold 
at lower temperatures, allowing it to be studied without denaturing other cellular proteins. The 
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protein was cloned using a pPD 16.43 plasmid. Figure 2.6 shows a map of the plasmid. The pPD 
plasmid uses ampicillin as its selectable marker and uses a lac promoter for expression.  
 
 
Figure 2.6. Plasmid map for in vivo expression of GPGK-tc in MG-1655 
 
Two control constructs were derived from GPGK-tc (Figures 2.7a and 2.7b). One control 
construct is GFP-tc which removes the PGK from GPGK-tc. That is, it is a GFP protein with a tc 
tag on its C-terminus. The second control construct is a small peptide containing only the 12 
amino acid tc tag. The GFP-tc construct was used to characterize temperature based bleaching of 
GFP and ReAsH. No unfolding transition was expected to be observed for this construct. The tc 
peptide control was used to characterize the spectroscopic properties of ReAsH.  A detailed 
discussion on the experiments performed on the control constructs have been discussed elswhere 
[4].  
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Figure 2.7. (a) Schematic of GFP-tc control used to characterize temperature based bleaching of GFP and 
ReAsH. (b) The tc peptide tag was used to bind ReAsH to study ReAsH’s individual spectroscopic properties. 
 
2.6. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
2.6.1 ReAsh Labeling 
 
In vitro labeling 
The proteins were incubated in degassed 1X BAL buffer (250 µM 2,3-dimercapto-1-
propanol), 7.5 mM TCEP, and 2.5 mM EDTA at pH 7 for two hours prior to labeling. The in 
vitro ReAsh labeling was performed with the addition of 25 µM of ReAsh to 5 µM of proteins. 
The labeling kinetics were observed by monitoring the fluorescence intensity at 608 nm. 
In vivo labeling 
The use of ReAsH as the FRET acceptor required an additional step in the imaging 
protocol. Before when PGK-FRET was used, both the donor and the acceptor fluorophores were 
proteins and were expressed together with PGK as a single fusion protein. However, in the GFP-
PGK-tc construct used here, the tc tag on the C-terminus is not fluorescent on its own. It is a 
binding site for ReAsH which is what fluoresces. Thus, it was necessary to develop a method to 
introduce the ReAsH dye into the cell.  
The labeling method developed here was based on past work by Ignatova and Gierasch 
who used the similar dye FlAsH to label protein in vivo [48]. Both gram negative bacteria, such 
as E. coli, and gram positive bacteria have a cell wall formed from peptidoglycan, a polymer 
formed from alternating amino sugars N-acetylmuramic acid and N-acetylglucoasmine. The 
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labeling method used by Ignatova and Gierasch involved the use of lysozyme to make the E. coli 
membrane permeable to dye [48].  
The protocol used by Ignatova and Gierasch used a lysozyme concentration of 50 ng/mL 
whereas the lysozyme concentration in our protocols used 50 µg/mL which is a 1000-fold 
increase relative to their protocol. Lysozyme is naturally found in nature as an antimicrobial 
agent by lysing bacteria, so there is a concern that excessive lysozyme will lyse the cells, making 
in vivo imaging of living cells impossible. To ensure that the lysozyme was not killing the E. coli 
to a significant extent, a growth assay was done on the E. coli in which E. coli were grown under 
differing lysozyme concentrations or no lysozyme at all (Figure 2.8). The growth of E. coli under 
the lysozyme conditions was found to be no different than the growth of E. coli with no 
lysozyme treatment. In fact, the E. coli were found to display normal growth under lysozyme 
concentrations four times the experimental lysozyme concentration. Repeated growth 
experiments yielded similar results as those shown in Figure 2.8. 
 
Figure 2.8. Growth curves comparing the growth of MG-1655 E. coli under differing concentrations of lysozyme.  
 
The resistance of the E. coli to lysozyme can be explained by the structure of its cell wall. 
Lysozyme is a protein which cleaves beta [1-4] glycosidic linkages between N-acetylmuramic 
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acid and N-acetylglucoasmine [49]. However, its lytic action is generally limited to gram 
positive bacteria due to structural differences between the cell wall in gram positive and negative 
bacteria [50]. While the cell wall in gram positive bacteria is a single thick layer of 
peptidoglycan, the cell wall in gram negative bacteria, such as E. coli, has an additional 
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) outer membrane covering it. The outer membrane in gram negative 
bacteria generally block the access of lysozyme to the cell wall, and thus gram negative bacteria 
have heightened resistance to the antimicrobial effects of lysozyme, which is desirable since the 
goal is to make minimal perforations in the cell wall and not kill the bacteria. The lysozyme 
treatment of the E. coli is still necessary, however. No labeling was consistently observed in E. 
coli that were not first treated with lysozyme before the addition of ReAsH (data not shown).  
For our labeling protocol, cells were grown up in LB under ampicillin selection (1 
µg/mL) for approximately 4 to 6 hours until cloudy, and then diluted 1 to 100. The cells were 
allowed to continue growing until they reached an OD600  of 0.5 to 0.7. They were then placed on 
ice and treated with 50 µg/mL of chicken lysozyme (Sigma L6876) and incubated for 10 
minutes. After incubation, the cells were pelleted by centrifugation (10,000 g for 10 minutes) and 
resuspended in LB. The cells were pelleted again under the same conditions, and then 
resuspended in LB and 1 µg/mL ampicillin. The purpose of the centrifugation step was to 
remove lysozyme from the cells. Immediately after centrifugation, the cell solution was divided 
into two separate solutions - one to be labeled and one to be unlabeled. The labeled cells 
solutions were labeled with 20 µM ReAsH. Both cell solutions were then grown at 37 °C until 
they reached or exceeded an OD600 of 1 at which point they were induced with 500 µM IPTG. 
The cells were left inducing at 25 °C for 12 to 13 hours. After inducing, the cells were 
centrifuged at 10,000 g for 10 minutes, then resuspended with cold PBS (Corning) at a 1 to 4 
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dilution between centrifugations. After the second centrifugation, the cells were resuspended at a 
1:4 dilution.  
2.6.2 Fluorescence Measurements on Labeled Protein 
 
A Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer (Agilent) was used to measure the 
fluorescence emission of the protein in both in vitro and in vivo experiments. To monitor FRET, 
the sample was excited at 475 nm to excite the GFP donor fluorophore. Fluorescence was 
collected from 485 to 750 nm using the ‘Slow’ scan setting. To check for labeling and ReAsH 
binding, the ReAsH was directly excited at 593 nm excitation with fluorescence being collected 
from 600-750 nm for in vitro experiments. For in vivo experiments, ReAsh was directly excited 
at 550 nm instead as the 608 nm ReAsH emission peak is obscured by cell scatter of when 
exciting at 593 nm. Fluorescence scans were collected from 560 – 700 nm. 
The fluorimeter offered temperature control, and melts were conducted by gradually 
incrementing the temperature with 5 minute waits in between temperature steps.  For the in vitro 
experiments, the forward melt was performed from 15 °C to 60 °C while for in vivo experiments 
the forward melt was performed from 15 °C to 51 °C. Reverse melts were also performed, taking 
the sample back to 15 ° from the end temperature. Fluorescence measurements at each 
temperature point were conducted using 475 nm excitation and collecting emission intensity 
from 485 to 750 nm. 
2.6.3 Imaging of E. coli in vivo 
 
Specially prepared No 1.5 coverslips were prepared to image the E. coli. To prepare the 
coverslips, they were taken out of the container and flamed. Then, they were sonicated in 1 M 
KOH for 10 minutes, and sonicated in water for 10 minutes twice. Between each sonication, the 
coverslips were rinsed using MilliQ (MQ) water. The coverslips were stored in a beaker 
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containing 70 % ethanol, and the beaker was parafilmed, allowing storage of the coverslips for 
up to two weeks.  
The cleaned coverslips were coated with poly-l-lysine before use. The paper protector on 
one side of the imaging spacer was removed, exposing the sticky tape beneath. A coverslip was 
then carefully centered and attached to the imaging spacer. Then, 300 µL of 0.1 % poly-l-lysine 
(Sigma) was pipetted onto the spacer. After 10 minutes of incubation, the poly-l-lysine was 
drawn off and the coverslips were rinsed three times with 300 µL of MQ water. The coverslips 
were allowed to air dry (approximately two hours) and stored in petri dishes. The poly-l-lysine 
coverslips were stored for up to a week. After prolonged storage, the coating was visibly flaking 
off of the coverslip. 
The purpose of coating the coverslip with poly-l-lysine is to immobilize the E. coli cells 
on the slide before imaging. Poly-l-lysine is a cationic polymer that is often used to immobilize 
bacterial cells which tend to be negatively charged. The negative charge of bacteria come from 
its cell wall. In gram positive bacteria, the negative charge is the result of teichoic acids 
embedded in the peptidoglycan of the cell wall while the negative charge for gram negative 
bacteria, such as E. coli, is the result of lipopolysaccharides in the outer membrane [51]. The 
immobilization of the E. coli is necessary because the same cells need to remain in the same 
place in the field of view during the jump in order to track each individual cell’s kinetics. In 
addition, the immobilization removes floating E. coli in different focus planes which blur the 
image (Figure 2.9). Poly-l-lysine is known to have antimicrobial activity, and a study has 
reported that poly-l-lysine can have significant studies on bacterial physiology [52]. However, 
they later report that poly-l-lysine coatings on glass do allow bacterial attachment without 
eliminating cell viability. They recommend not using air-dried drops of poly-l-lysine to minimize 
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its toxic effects on cells, so a possible future experiment can explore the effect of using a 
different poly-l-lysine method to coat the coverslips.  
To attach the E. coli cells, labeled and rinsed cells were first diluted 20 to 30 times using 
ice-cold 1x PBS. 200 µL of the diluted cells were pipetted onto the poly-l-lysine and allowed to 
settle for 10 minutes. Then, the coverslip was gently rinsed with cold PBS three times with 300 
µL washes. Approximately 120 µL of PBS was then pipetted into the chamber, the paper was 
removed from the spacer, and slide is laid over the coverslip to assemble the chamber.  
 
 
Figure 2.9. (a) Image of E. coli on non-poly-L-lysine treated slide (b) E. coli imaged on poly-L-
lysine treated slide 
 
Once the slide was prepared, several jumps were taken at room temperature before 
heating the stage to the desired pre-jump temperature. Due to rapid photobleaching of ReAsH 
[53], the same field of view could not be imaged over and over at different temperatures. Instead, 
many different fields of view were imaged for the same pre-jump temperature. This, however, 
meant we could not follow the same cell as the stage temperature was increased for 
thermodynamic data. Thus, a thermodynamics from kinetics method was employed to obtain 
thermodynamic data [54]. Further discussion on extracting thermodynamic parameters is 
discussed elsewhere [4, 54]. 
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Figure 2.10 Imaging pathway on slide. Multiple fields of view obtained by moving around slide in pattern shown 
starting from a corner. Each field of view imaged was spaced at least two fields of view away from a previously 
imaged field.  
 
2.7 DATA ANALYSIS AND IMAGE PROCESSING 
 
2.7.1 Data Analysis of Fluorescence Spectroscopy 
 
Bulk thermodynamics were found by plotting the donor intensity over the acceptor 
intensity (D/A) versus temperature. The D/A ratio is a useful parameter for thermal denaturing 
experiments because it is least affected by temperature-dependent quantum yields [44].  The 
donor intensity was defined as the integrated intensity of the fluorescence spectra from 485 to 
585 nm while the acceptor intensity was defined to be the integrated intensity from 585 nm to 
750 nm (2-1).  
 
  
(2-1) 
2.7.2 Image Processing 
 
Automatic image analysis was done using MATLAB. The base of the code was written 
by Hannah Gelman [4], but since then there have been major additions to form the current 
version of the analysis code. The full analysis code is shown in Appendix B. The code written in 
B.1 and B.4 are original work while the code in B.2. and B.3. are hybrid code with multiple 
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authors. Since the code is a hybrid of the work of more than one author, the code will be 
holistically reviewed instead of focusing on the specific lines that are original work.  
The overall processing is done using a single main function (Appendix B.1) that calls 
upon other functions (Appendices B.2, B.3, B.4). Before this overall function was developed, 
image processing needed to be performed and required manual entry of variable names as 
function inputs at every step and every jump video. The majority of time spent on data 
processing was spent on this manual entry. To speed up the process, new code (Appendix B.1.) 
was written to eliminate as many manual steps as possible. The result was that instead of 
spending a few hours to process one day’s worth of data, it was now possible to analyze weeks 
of data in the same amount of time. This new code has also allowed the flexibility of modifying 
image processing and kinetic fitting parameters easily and without the hassle of needing to 
manually re-run the entire code for a small change. 
  The overall code consists of three major sections; between each section, the code checks 
whether or not the previous section was completed before allowing the user to continue as 
subsequent functions take inputs from previous functions. The first section of code is dedicated 
to locating the cells and aligning the green and red channels. The cell location was done using 
Otsu’s method with objects being identified using connected component analysis functions found 
in the MATLAB library [55]. A more detailed discussion of the channel image alignment is 
discussed elsewhere [4]. 
Before kinetic fitting to the cells, the cells were first filtered. Cells that were too dim in 
either channel were removed from the analysis. In addition, cells that were too small (< 5 pixels) 
or too close to the edge of the edge of the jump were removed. Thorough comparison on the 
effect of removing these cells or how adjusting selection parameters on the results has not been 
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investigated. The program did not initially show which cells it removed, just that cells were 
removed. To visualize the cells removed, an additional component of the program was added to 
highlight the removed cells (Figure 2.11).  By visualizing which cells are removed, it is possible 
to fine tune the filtering parameters such that unusable cells are actually the ones being removed 
and usable cells are not. 
 
Figure 2.11 Visual depiction of cells excluded from kinetic analysis. The left picture is the image taken in the red 
channel while the right image is the image taken in the green channel. The upper image are the camera images pre-
filter while the bottom image shows the cells excluded from analysis in red after the cell image filter is applied. 
 
The second section of the code focuses on fitting data to the cells. A D(t)-aA(t) parameter 
was plotted versus time to represent the kinetics. This D-aA parameter is useful since its fit is 
directly proportional with the population of protein in a certain state [44]. For each cell, the 
average green and red intensity were determined for each frame. A dark section of the image 
analysis region was then manually selected to serve as the background intensity. This 
background intensity was subtracted away from the green channel traces. To account for 
bleaching, a line is fit for each DaA curve during the last two seconds of each jump. The 
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bleaching slope from the DaA curve of each cell is averaged and then the averaged slope is 
subtracted from all DaA traces. 
The background and bleaching corrected DaA curves were then fit to a kinetic model. 
Although PGK is known to not be a two-state folder, the in vivo experiment time resolution are 
not fast enough to resolve the intermediate phases. Therefore, the folding kinetics observed were 
as if PGK was a two-state folder; thus, a single exponential model was fit to the DaA trace (2-2). 
 
    =    +   
  
(    )
   
(2-2) 
   
DaA curves that showed “slow” kinetics (  > 3.5 s) were excluded and fit as a line. Very fast 
kinetics (  < 0.5 s) were attributed to noise and were also excluded from further analysis. 
Histograms showing the distribution of cell kinetics for each pre-jump temperature were made 
by combining the cell kinetics from different trials (fields of view). 
2.8 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
2.8.1. Labeling of GPGK-tc in vitro 
 
The construct was confirmed to be able to be labeled in vitro. Figure 2.12 shows the 
labeling kinetics monitored over 50 minutes. Most of the labeling occurs within the first 10 
minutes. The emission spectra shown in Figure 2.13a shows similar information in which the 
ReAsH emission peak at 608 nm apperars and then increases between the start and ending of the 
labeling.  
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Figure 2.12 Labeling kinetics of GPGK-tc in vitro at 25 °C. 25 µM of ReAsh was added to 5 µM of protein, and 
the fluorescence intensity at 608 nm was monitored under 593 nm excitation. The protein is almost completely 
labeled 10 minutes after the addition of ReAsH. Data taken by Hannah Gelman. 
 
Figure 2.13 Emission spectra of labeled GPGK-tc construct under (a) 593 nm excitation and (b) 475 nm 
excitation. (a) shows a clear apperance of a peak at 608 nm while (b) shows clear FRET with the decrease in size of 
the 509 nm peak and apperance of a 608 nm peak. Data taken by Hannah Gelman. 
 
This construct has a very high FRET efficiency (~75% for a drop in donor intensity from 800 to 
200). Figure 2.13b. shows the spectra of the labeled protein under 475 nm excitation. There is a 
clear ReAsH emission peak at 608 nm along with a corresponding drop in GFP intensity. A 
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fluorimeter melt performed on this construct showed that the melting temperature of the 
construct in vitro was 42 °C which is consistent with previously reported values [4,40]. 
 
Figure 2.14 Bulk in vitro thermodynamics on labeled GPGK-tc. The acceptor intensity decreased while the donor 
intensity increased which is expected as the protein melts. The melting transition was observed at 42 °C [4].  
 
2.8.2 Labeling of GPGK-tc in vivo 
 
A similar set of experiments were conducted to characterize the labeling of the construct 
in vivo. The construct was able to be successfully labeled in vivo. Figures 2.15a and 2.15b show 
the emission spectra of the unlabeled and labeled cells under 550 and 475 nm excitation 
respectively. In, Figure 2.15a the characteristic ReAsH emission peak can be clearly seen under 
direct excitation. The ReAsH peak from FRET is less prominent. The intracellular concentration 
of GPGK-tc is likely lower than the amounts used in the in vitro leading to a decrease in signal. 
In addition, fluorescent measurements through a turbid medium may also contribute to lower 
signal. On a few occasions there was evidence of the non-specific labeling ReAsH. This was 
observed when the 608 nm labeling peak was shifted and observed at 570 nm instead (Figure 
2.16).   
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Figure 2.15 The GPGK-tc construct was able to be succesfully labeled in vivo. The construct shows similar 
spectral characteristics as the in vitro labeling experiments under (a) 550 nm excitation (b) 475 nm excitation. 
 
Figure 2.16 Evidence of non-specific labeling in vivo. Non-specific labeling was characterized by a shifted 
emission peak at 570 nm instead of 608 nm and led to senseless D/A plots (not shown).  
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Figure 2.17. Unsuccesful labeling of construct. (a) shows the spectra of MG cells expressing GPGK-tc (MG-
GPGKtc) but without the addition of ReAsH. (b) shows the spectra for MG-GPGKtc cells that had ReAsH added, 
but there is an entire lack of a labeling peak at 608 nm. 
 
Bulk thermodynamics were measured between 13 and 21 hours after IPTG induction. 
The melting transition was observed around 37 °C (Figure 2.18) which was lower than the in 
vitro melting temperature of 42 °C. This perhaps indicates that the crowded cellular environment 
may have a destabilizing effect on the protein.  
 
Figure 2.18 Bulk thermodynamic measurement of GPGK-tc stability in vivo. The melting transition appeared 
around 37 °C which is lower than the measure value for the construct in vitro.  
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Figure 2.19. (a) D-aA traces calculated from the average of all cell traces analyzed [4]. Temperatures on the side 
represent the final post-jump temperature. Solid lines represent fits created from averaging individual fitting 
parameters. (b) Average fitted folding amplitude versus temperature. The amplitude increases in magnitude during 
the observed kinetic phases [4].  
 
The bulk folding kinetics of the cells is shown in Figure 2.19a. The two main curves of 
interest are the curves labeled 31 °C and 41 °C as these two curves exhibited significant 
unfolding kinetics. The magnitude of the fitted amplitude increased whenever a kinetic phase 
was observed (Figure 2.19b). The fitted amplitude at 31 °C was -5 while that of 41 °C was -7. 
Although unfolding was observed at both temperatures, the distribution of fitted amplitudes at 
the two temperatures varied. The distribution for 31 °C was more unimodal with a peak at 
smaller folding amplitudes while the distribution for 41 °C appeared more bimodal in nature and 
had peaks at larger fitted amplitudes. One peak was at larger negative amplitudes while the other 
peak was at a small, positive amplitude.  
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 The appearance of the bimodal peak appears as the temperature is raised (Figure 2.20). At 
temperatures 37 °C and below, the distribution is singly peaked around a value of -10. As the 
temperature is increased beyond 37 °C, there is the gradual appearance of a second peak at 
positive amplitudes. The largest peak at 46 °C occurred at positive amplitudes. 
The initial kinetic analysis discussed previously did not account for differing times since 
induction when each kinetic experiment was performed. Further investigation was performed at 
31 ° and 41 °C, the temperatures at which kinetics were observed. In these experiments, kinetic 
data was taken from the same sample of cells three times (different slide preparation each time). 
The measurements were spaced approximately 2 hours apart as each experiment took nearly two 
hours to complete. At 15 hours since induction, the 31 °C distribution closely resembled that 
shown in Figure 2.20. However, as time elapsed, the 31 °C distribution peak shifted to more 
positive amplitudes and at 19.5 hours a bimodal distribution with one of the peaks located at 
postiive amplitudes similar to what was seen at the previous 41 °C  measurement.  The 41 °C 
measurements did not resemble the previous measurements. The distribution remained mostly 
singly peaked. Furthermore, the location of the peak was much closer to positive amplitude than 
the previous measurement, and at 17.5 hours the peak was located at a folding amplitude of zero. 
The apperaance of a peak at positive amplitdues indicates that the red channel intensitu is 
increasing faster relative to the green channel. This signal could be explained by the onset of 
aggregation which would artificially increase the acceptor signal. From the data collected, 
aggregation seems to occur both at higher temperatures and longer times since induction. 
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Figure 2.20 Folding distributions of fitted amplitudes for individual cells included in the kinetic analysis [4]. The 
histograms show the gradual appearance of a peak at positive amplitudes as the pre-jump temperature is increased. 
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Figure 2.21 Folding distribution at 31 °C (a-c) and 41 °C (d-f)  with time resolution of about 2 hours starting at 
approximately 15 hours after IPTG induction. A bimodal distribution is observed in the 31 °C  jumps while was not 
reproduced for the 41 °C  jumps.   
 
 
2.9 Conclusion 
 
A mutant PGK protein was fused with a GFP protein on its N-terminus and a 
tetracysteine tag (tc) on its C-terminus was studied both in vitro and in vivo. We have shown that 
a GFP-PGK-tc construct can be labeled with ReAsH both in vitro and in vivo and that FRET 
from this construct is sensitive to changes in PGK conformation. An labeling and imaging 
protocol were successfully developed and used to study the construct in vivo. In the in vivo 
experiments the melting temperature of the construct was measured to be 37 °C which is lower 
than the melting temperature of 42 °C measured in vitro indicating that the cellular environment 
of E. coli may destabilize the construct.  The in vivo kinetic studies on large populations of E. 
coli revealed the appearance of two folding phases – one at 31 °C and the other at 41 °C. The 
distribution of folding amplitudes at 31 °C was unimodal, but a bimodal distribution in the 
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folding amplitudes was observed at 41 °C. The bimodal distribution was also observed at 31 °C 
after 19.5 hours after the cells were induced (Figure 2.21). 
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CHAPTER 3: Characterizing Spectral Properties of 
CdSe Quantum Dots for Use as a Molecular 
Temperature Probe 
 
 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION TO QUANTUM DOTS 
 
Quantum dots are nanoscale semiconductor particles, and are formed from compounds 
such as CdSe and CdS [56]. Quantum dots can be tuned to emit desired wavelengths of light by 
changing their size [57]. Smaller sized dots emit higher energy light when excited since the 
electrons become confined in a smaller quantum box. Quantum dots have many potential 
applications in optics and biology. Quantum dots have potential uses in making LEDs and solid 
state lighting [56]. In biology, they could be used as a substitute for current dye-based biosensors 
as they are more resistant to degradation [56]. Quantum dots can be taken up anywhere in the 
body and inside cells due to their small size, although there are concerns of cytotoxicity due to 
heavy metals that are typically present in quantum dots. If quantum dots are conjugated with 
other proteins such as streptavidin they can be used to selectively label organelles in vivo [58].  
Through the last few decades, there has already been significant work done on the 
development of nanothermometers for the observation of intracellular temperature gradients. 
Earlier works used organic dyes as nanothermometers based on their emission intensity or 
lifetime [59]. However, recent work on nano-thermometers have shifted to the use of quantum 
dots instead of organic dyes. Quantum dots provide several advantages over organic dyes such as 
higher fluorescence intensity, broader excitation profile, resistance to photobleaching, and 
resistance to degradation due to pH and environmental effects [60, 61]. Furthermore, the 
spectroscopic properties of quantum dots are heavily dependent on temperature and their small 
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size allows them to quickly reach thermal equilibrium with its surroundings, making them an 
attractive candidate for use as a thermometer [62,63].  
The biochemical reactions in a cell are strongly dependent on the intracellular 
temperature, and the temperature inside a cell is far from being homogeneous making the 
development of a nanoscale thermometer an especially useful tool for understanding how 
intracellular temperature gradients affect cellular processes [64]. There are no known 
mechanisms for cells to actively remove thermal energy, suggesting that diffusion may be the 
primary heat removal method and the existence of intracellular temperature gradients [63]. 
Intracellular temperature gradients have already been directly observed with the development of 
nanoscale thermometers, or nanothermometers. There has been preliminary work done on the 
nanoscale thermometers that also used CdSe quantum dots; CdSe quantum dots were used to 
monitor temperature gradients within NIH/3T3 cells in response to calcium and cold shock [63]. 
The red shift of the emission wavelength of the quantum dots to characterize the temperature 
change. Previous work showed that the red shift results from a lattice dilation in the quantum 
dots as the temperature is increased [65]. 
In the following experiments, the spectroscopic properties of CdSe quantum dots were 
characterized. The characterization of the CdSe quantum dots served a twofold purpose. First, an 
understanding the quantum dot spectroscopic properties will allow them to be used in place of 
mCherry for shaping the temperature jump on the live cell microscope. Although there has 
already been a great deal of work on the use of quantum dots as nanothermometers, there has not 
been much work done on using these in conjunction with observing how these temperature 
gradients affect temperature dependent cellular processes such as protein folding. 
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Thus a second purpose of characterizing this quantum dots is to allow future experiments to 
characterize the effect of local temperature gradients when studying protein folding in vivo.  
 
3.2 GENERAL SAFETY AND HANDLING OF QUANTUM DOTS 
 
The 630nm Cd/SeS/ZnS quantum dots  (Sigma Product 753882) used in these 
experiments are available in two varieties from Sigma Aldrich; they are either dissolved in 
toluene, or are functionalized with COOH to be soluble in water. Toluene is not known to be a 
strong carcinogen [66], but our experiments are not carried out in organic solvents. As we need 
to measure temperature in an aqueous environment for our in-cell experiments, the water-based 
quantum dots were chosen for characterization.  Quantum dots are generally regarded as toxic 
because of their heavy metal components. Cadmium is recognized as a carcinogen by the US 
EPA as it is thought to catalyze the formation of reactive oxygen species [67]. 
Ye et al. showed that macaques injected with CdSe/CdS/ZnS quantum dots at a 
concentration of 25mg kg-1 survived without any signs of toxicity although there were elevated 
levels of Cd in the liver, spleen, and kidney [68]. The concentration used in that experiment is 
much higher concentration than the amounts used in the following experiments. Another study 
found no evidence of quantum dot toxicity to HepG2 cells from quantum dot concentrations of 
10-100nm [69]. The ZnS shell is thought to lessen the release of Cd from quantum dots. 
However, caution should still be taken when handling quantum dots as they have been shown to 
be toxic to cells. As usual, one should avoid eating and drinking while working with quantum 
dots and wash hands after working with them to decrease chances of accidentally ingesting 
quantum dots. 
The pipettes in the lab are shared and quantum dot contamination can ruin future cell-
based experiments, so extra care must be taken when pipetting any solutions containing quantum 
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dots. In order to minimize risk of quantum dots being drawn into the pipette tip holder, special 
pipettes with filters are used. 
Care needs to be taken when dealing with quantum dot and anything they contaminate. 
Quantum dot waste should not be thrown away in ordinary trash. Any waste that touched or may 
have touched the quantum dots was placed in a clearly labeled container that can be picked up by 
DRS. For most experiments, a large gallon-sized bag was sufficient for storing contaminated 
gloves, pipette tips, tubes, and other plastic waste. A labeled glass bottle was used to dispose of 
any liquid waste containing quantum dots. Finally, quantum dot contaminated sharps was placed 
in a separate, labeled   sharps container for later disposal. A separate quantum dot only cuvette 
was used for all fluorimeter characterization experiments. 
The quantum dot stock vial was completely wrapped in aluminum at all times when it is 
not in use. This helps to minimize any photobleaching or photochemical changes that may occur 
from exposure to ambient light. The quantum dot vial comes with a cap, but this was replaced 
with a rubber septum. The original cap was wrapped in aluminum foil and stored away.  
After use, the quantum dot stock was stored under nitrogen gas. This was done by 
inserting the needle into the top of the rubber septum from the nitrogen source in the hood. A 
second needle with a tube connecting it to a microtube of mineral oil was also inserted into the 
cap. The first needle serves as the entry point for nitrogen to be introduced into the vial while the 
second needle acts an outlet for excess gas to prevent pressurization of the vial.  The knob for the 
nitrogen source should be slowly turned until the bubbles are first seen in the mineral oil. Large 
nitrogen flow rates could perturb and splash the quantum dot solution in the vial which is not 
advisable. Quantum dot solution that splashes onto the rubber speculum is very difficult to 
remove. The solution will eventually dry, and the speculum becomes coated with quantum dots 
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on one side, making it more hazardous to handle. The nitrogen was allowed to run for 10 
minutes. Over this time, the composition of the vapor space inside the vial will approach being 
predominantly nitrogen. Afterwards, the needles were taken out of the top and the entire top of 
the vial was wrapped in parafilm. The vial was wrapped in aluminum foil and be placed into the 
fridge for future use.  
 
3.3 CdSe QUANTUM DOT SPECTRA 
 
Absorbance Spectra 
UV-spectra of the quantum dots were taken when they first arrived to ensure that they 
absorbed the expected wavelengths of light. The UV-spectrophotometer was baselined in water 
(240-1000nm). The quantum dots were diluted by a factor of 100 before taking measurements to 
avoid aggregation of quantum dots. This resulted in low absorbance (<0.09), but not lower than 
the instrument's limit of detection.  
The first two UV-spectrum taken had unexpected peaks. Figure 3.1 shows the first absorbance 
spectra taken. In the second spectra (Figure 3.2a) which was taken a day later, a peak appeared 
around 300 nm, and the peak in the 900 nm range disappeared.  
 
 
Figure 3.1. Initial quantum dot UV absorption spectrum taken at 1:100 dilution. 
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Figure 3.2. (a) Second absorption of quantum dot taken, differing greatly from the first. (b) Repeated spectra 
taken on a separate sample of quantum dots also differed from the original spectra. Future spectra taken on the 
quantum dots closely matched this spectra. 
 
A second, new sample was prepared to check the consistency of the spectra (Figure 3.2b).  
The original spectra were unable to be reproduced on subsequent spectra which closely matched 
the spectra shown in Figure 3.2b with a weak peak around 600 nm (bandgap location) and a 
strong peak at 315 nm (maximal UV absorption of quantum dot). The original data probably 
suffered from short wavelength scattering by quantum dot aggregates. 
Excitation Scans 
 
The fluorescence emission wavelength of these quantum dots is listed by Sigma Aldritch 
as 630nm. The quantum dot sample fluoresces brightly, so a dilution is necessary to prevent over 
saturation of the detector. A sample of quantum dots was prepared using 2200 µL of MQ water 
and 22µL of quantum dot solution for an approximately 1:100 dilution. The resulting solution 
was pipetted into the quantum-dot only cuvette. An excitation scan for 630nm emission was run 
from 240 to 650nm at a PMT voltage of 550V on the fluorimeter. The resulting scan is shown in 
Figure 3.3 below.  
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Figure 3.3. Excitation scan taken on QD solution collecting at 630 nm emission. 
 
The two sharp spikes around 250 nm occur at 250 and 262 nm respectively. The highest 
energy UV LED the lab currently has for the microscope excites at around 360 nm. From Figure 
3.3 it can be seen that there is notable absorbance across the entire range of excitation 
wavelengths. As 360nm light falls in the UV range, appropriate safety precautions such as 
wearing proper eye-protection need to be taken when working with this LED. The lab also has an 
LED that can excite at 475nm. It can be seen from Figure 3.1. that the difference in intensity 
between 360nm and 475nm is not very significant. The 475nm LED has the advantage of not 
being in the UV range as well as being higher power than the 360nm LED. As such, the quantum 
dots were characterized at 475nm as well. 
 
Emission Scans 
 
Emission scans were taken of the wavelengths of interest, 360nm and 475nm, as well as 
the two large peaks at 250 and 262nm. Scans at each wavelength was taken on separate days 
using separate samples to determine whether the properties changed significantly with time. For 
250 and 262nm, the scans were taken at a PMT voltage of 550 to prevent over saturation. The 
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360nm and 475nm emission scans were taken at 600V. The location of the peaks did not change 
significantly, and the difference in intensities could be due to varying concentrations of quantum 
dots from day to day. The first scans which were done on 10/14 were performed in a different 
manner than later scans. The quantum dots were first diluted 1:1000 (total volume 2mL) and had 
a UV-Vis spectra taken. Then, 18µL of additional quantum dots were added, but since that was 
not enough fill up the cuvette, the sample was diluted again with an additional 200µL of MQ 
water. The other scans were taken on a sample prepared using 2200µL of MQ water and 22µL of 
quantum dots. The maximum intensity for both excitations occurred around 625nm. Also in both 
cases, there was a second, smaller peak in the spectra. The location of this peak appears to be at 
exactly twice the excitation wavelength used. As a result, the small peak is likely originates from 
the second order diffraction peak of the 250 or 262 nm excitation. 
 
Figure 3.4. Emission spectra of a 1:100 solution of CdSe quantum dots under 250 or 262 nm excitation at a PMT 
voltage of 550 V. The emission wavelength appears independent of the excitation wavelength.  
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Figure 3.5. Emission scans on quantum dots performed on several different days. Difference in intensity may be a 
result of evaporation of water in stock solution or differences in dilution preparation between experiments. All scans 
were done using a PMT voltage of 600 V (a) 315 nm excitation (b) 360 nm excitation (c) 475 nm excitation. 
 
The emission wavelength is approximately the same for all of the emission scans taken 
despite using different excitation wavelengths (Figure 3.5). This suggests that the quantum dots 
undergo a relaxation mechanism in which energy from higher energy light is dissipated before 
leading to the emission of a photon. The variation in intensity between days may be the result of 
slightly different sample preparations. In terms of using the quantum dots as a probe for the 
temperature jump the main important feature of these scans is that the quantum dots consistently 
fluoresce at red-wavelengths of light which are able to be detected by the microscope camera. 
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3.4 CdSe QUANTUM DOT TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT QUANTUM YIELD  
 
Thermally Scanned Spectra 
The temperature dependence of the fluorescence intensity is an important characteristic 
of the quantum dots. Unlike protein, quantum dots do not melt when heated in the 30-90 °C 
range, but their quantum yield is strongly temperature-dependent. Knowing how the intensity 
changes relative to a certain change in temperature will allow the quantum dots to be used to 
shape the temperature-jump on the microscope.
 
Figure 3.6 (a) Fluorimeter melt of quantum dots using 315 nm excitation (b) Spectral center of mass of melt 
spectra from Figure 3.6a (c) Relative intensity change versus temperature normalized to max intensity at start of 
each run.  
 
In order to characterize this, an approximately 1:100 sample of quantum dots was prepared 
(2200µL MQ water and 22µL of Quantum dots). A quantum-dot only cuvette was set aside for 
doing these melts to avoid possible contamination of the other cuvettes. Separate melts were 
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performed at excitation wavelengths of 315nm, 360nm and 475nm.  The melts were performed at 
a PMT voltage of 600. The temperature range of the melt was from 10-40°C increasing by 2°C 
per step with a 5 minute wait in between. The reverse melt was performed from 40-10°C. The 
step size and wait time varied from experiment to experiment. Figure 3.6 shows the results of a 
fluorimeter melt on the quantum dots under 315 nm excitation. The spectra became red shifted as 
the temperature increased which is consistent with what is reported in literature [65]. 
 
Figure 3.7 (a) Starting and end points of fluorimeter melt at 360 nm excitation (b) Relative change in intensity 
normalized to maximum intensity as a function of temperature (c) Red shifted spectral center mass with an increase 
in temperature 
 
The quantum dot exhibited similar behavior under 360 nm excitation as they did under 315 nm 
excitation. The spectral center of mass became red shifted with increased temperature (Figure 
3.7c), and the melt was not entirely reversible (Figure 3.7b). 
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Figure 3.8  Fluorimeter melts under 475 nm excitation. (a) Forward melt under 475 nm excitation (b) Reverse 
melt under 475 nm excitation  (c) Red shifted spectral center mass with an increase in temperature 
 
Table 3.1 Summary of the Temperature Dependence of Emission Intensity Under Different 
Excitation Wavelengths 
Excitation Wavelength (nm) Melt Direction 
Relative Intensity Change 
(%/°C) 
315 Reverse -1.12 
315 Forward -1.27 
360 Reverse -1.22 
360 Forward -1.37 
475 Reverse -1.24 
475 Forward -1.40 
 
Reversibility of Thermally-Scanned Spectra 
The reverse temperature dependence of the quantum dot fluorescence suggested that the 
quantum yield was not completely reversible. That is, the maximum intensity at the end of the 
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reverse melt was lower than the maximum intensity at the start of the forward melt. At first this 
was thought to be the result of not allowing sufficient time for the quantum dots to cool and the 
intensity was lower due to the temperature being higher than expected. Subsequent cooling 
experiments were performed where the quantum dots were allowed to cool for an extended 
period of time, but the intensity never fully reached the initial intensity. The cooling experiment 
was performed by first doing a complete forward melt of the quantum dots from 10-40°C under 
475 nm excitation. The temperature of the fluorimeter was then quickly dropped from 40 to 10°C 
and held at 10°C for an hour. The intensity was monitored during this time. 
 
Figure 3.9 Testing the irreversibility of the quantum dots by raising the temperature of the quantum dot solution 
then lowering the temperature back to 10 °C and observing the recovery of fluorescence. The dotted black curve 
indicates the initial starting fluorescence.  
 
The original max intensity at 10°C is shown by the dotted black curve. The lowest curve 
at t=0 min shows the intensity of the quantum dots just after the fluorimeter reached 10°C. Some 
lag time for cooling is expected as the quantum dots will not immediately reach the fluorimeter 
temperature. Measurements were taken every 4 minutes until 56 minutes. From Figure 3.9 it can 
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be seen that the peak only increased during the first 8 minutes. After 8 minutes, the peaks all 
merged around an intensity of 250. However, the initial peak at 10°C at the beginning of the 
forward melt (dotted block curve) was at 271 implying that the quantum dots do not melt 
completely reversibly. Figure 3.10 below plots the maximum intensity for each spectra at each 
time point from Figure 3.9. 
 
Figure 3.10 Peak emission intensity of each spectra from Figure 3.9 over time. The original peak intensity was 
271, so the recovery of the quantum dots is not completely reversible after a melt. 
 
One possible reason for the lowered intensity is that the structure of the quantum dot is 
damaged is irreversibly changed as the temperature is increased: so quantum dots may ‘melt’ a 
little bit after all. Previous studies had already shown the structure of the quantum dot lattice is 
dependent on temperature, at high temperatures the lattice may be irreversibly expanded [65]. 
This hypothesis is consistent with the longer wavelength (expanded particle-in-a-box energy 
levels) upon reversing the melt in Figure 3.7. This explanation could be checked further by 
running continuous forward and reverse melts for a few cycles and observing if the maximum 
intensity continues to drop until a certain point, implying the quantum dots have all been 
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irreversibly damaged. In addition, melts without high temperatures could be performed to 
determine if the melts are reversible at lower temperatures. 
3.5 MICROSCOPE MELTS 
 
360 nm Microscope Characterization 
An approximately 1:25 quantum dot sample was prepared by adding 2µL of quantum 
dots to 50µL of MQ water. 1µL of 1:10 beads solution was then added. This mixture was 
pipetted onto a small spacer on a slide and a cover slip was placed over it. The slide was placed 
in the heating plate which was placed onto the microscope platform. The jumps were taken at 
increasing base temperatures in order to monitor the temperature response of the quantum dots. 
The intensity for Figure 3.11 refers to the intensity in the red channel. From blue to red 
(descending order on Figure 3.11), the base temperature 24.9, 28.8, 32.3, 35.2, 38.2, 40.9, and 
44.5 °C. Note that the yellow and orange curves are almost overlapping (38.2 and 40.9 °C).  UV 
excitation was used for jumps.  
 
Figure 3.11 Microscope melt of quantum dots under 360 nm excitation 
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Pre-jump intensities were calculated by averaging the intensity for frames 55-115. The 
videos were taken at 60fps so each frame shifts the video time by 1/60 of a second. The intensity 
during the jump was designated as the average intensity between frames 180-240.  
 
Figure 3.12 Averaged pre and during jump intensities for each jump in Figure 3.11. Pre jump intensities were 
calculated by averaging frames 55-115 and during jump intensities were averaged for frames 180-240. 
 
In Figure 3.12, the circles represent the pre and during jump intensities described 
previously. Since the laser heats the sample, the during-jump intensity is actually at a higher 
temperature than the initial starting temperature. This was corrected by first finding the 
temperature dependence (i.e. the slope) using the pre-jump and during jump intensities 
separately. The pre and post jump intensities were normalized to their respective maxima in 
order to calculate the percent decrease in intensity with respect to temperature. These percent 
decrease slopes were averaged (Figure 3.13). 
Then, the experimental percent decrease in intensity was calculated, and this value was 
divided by the percent decrease in intensity per degree Celsius to find the temperature increase 
from the jump. Finally, this temperature increase was added to the temperature of each of the 
“during jump” points (Figure 3.14). This plot was then normalized (Figure 3.15) to get an overall 
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percent decrease in intensity per °C of the quantum dots. This procedure was only done for 
temperatures less than 37°C due to strange behavior observed at higher temperatures. 
 
Figure 3.13. Regression line fitted to combined normalized intensity change of pre and post jump intensities 
 
Figure 3.14 Relative percent intensity drop in intensity at each temperature jump 
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Figure 3.15 Relative Intensities corrected to account for increase in temperature from laser. 
 
Figure 3.15 shows a plot of the microscope jump with each point corrected by the 
average jump size. The temperature dependence of the quantum dot emission intensity is mostly 
linear. These points were normalized to the maximum intensity point (Figure 3.16). 
 
Figure 3.16 Regression line from Figure 3.15 normalized to max intensity 
A LSRL fit to the normalized intensity microscope data yields the equation  
 Normalized Intensity = -0.02206T(°C) +1.5427 
 
(3-1) 
This implies that the overall intensity falls by about 2.2% for every °C increase in temperature.  
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475 nm Microscope Characterization 
15.0µL of a 1:25 sample of QD was prepared. This consisted of 6 µL of QD solution 
from the stock, 7.5 µL of 1:100 beads, and 136.5 µL of MQ water (1:2000 final bead 
concentration). The quantum dots were heated through the temperatures 24.2, 27.9, 31.0, 33.9, 
37.1, 39.6, and 43.1 °C which correspond to the colored curves in Figure 3.17 (24.2 at the top 
and 43.1 at the bottom). 
The inherent slope of the lines was first removed. This was done by calculating a slope 
for frames 10-100 for each curve and subtracting it out for the pre-jump segment. For the during-
jump segment, a slope was found for frames 180-210 and was subtracted out (see Figure 3.18). 
Note that the jump for this microscope melt was different from the previous one in that the jump 
was on for the entire duration of the video, so the video does not record any cooling phase. Next, 
the intensity of the pre-jump segment was calculated by taking the average of frames 55-115 (61 
frames) and the during-jump segment intensities were calculated by taking the average of frames 
180-240 (61 frames). 
 
Figure 3.17 Raw data for microscope jumps under 475 nm excitation 
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Figure 3.18 Data from Figure 3.17 with slope correction for microscope jumps under 475 nm excitation 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19 Microscope melt pre and during jump intensities under 475 nm excitation 
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Figure 3.20 Normalized pre and post jump intensities with regression line fit 
 
Figure 3.21 Fractional drop in intensity at each temperature jump under 475 nm excitation 
 
Figure 3.22 Temperature corrected relative intensities for 475 nm microscope jumps 
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The Y-axis in Figure 3.21 are fractions. The percent drop is 100 times the value seen (e.g. 
0.04 is a 4% drop). The percent drop in intensity at each of the pre-jump temperatures was 
divided by 1.9238% to find out the temperature increase from the jump. This was added to the 
'starting' temperature of each 'during jump' point (see Figure 3.20). The normalized regression 
line in Figure 3.22 has the following equation (3-2). 
 Relative Intensity = −0.019 T(°C) + 1.4688 (3-2) 
The explanation for the increased intensity seen in Figure 3.17 is auto-fluorescence of the 
quantum dots. The quantum dots have a broad absorption spectrum as evidenced in Figure 3.3. 
The quantum dots may be exciting themselves and then fluorescing which causes more self-
excitation. This process continues until the system reaches some equilibrium point. A long video 
was taken of the quantum dots where the quantum dots were continuously exposed to 475 nm 
excitation. The fluorescence continued to increase until it flattened out after around 2 minutes of 
excitation (Figure 3.23). A similar trend was seen when the laser power was lowered to 0.02 A, 
although some of the sloping is hidden under signal noise at early time points. The increased 
sloping was actually also observed under UV excitation (data not shown), but the power of the 
UV LED was low enough such that the sloping was hidden. 
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Figure 3.23 Monitoring quantum dot fluorescence under continued 475 nm excitation. Videos were taken at 24 
FPS and 16000 µs exposure. The laser power was 1.00 A in (a) in 0.02 A in (b) 
 
Concentration Dependence Melts 
 
         Different concentrations of quantum dots may yield different temperature dependences. 
After the quantum dot bottle is opened, some solution is slowly lost due to evaporation which 
concentrates the remaining QD solution. Concentration dependence is also of interest because 
fluorimeter melts were carried out at 1:100 QD concentration while microscope melts were done 
at a concentration of 1:25. To see if this is a possible explanation as to why the fluorimeter and 
microscope numbers do not match up, additional fluorimeter melts were performed as controls 
on 1:25 and 1:100 QD samples under 360nm and 475nm excitation. 
         Note that the 1:100 QD in these experiments appear as if they have higher intensity than 
their respective 1:25 counterparts. This is most likely due to solution loss since the experiments 
were done over several weeks. That is, when the 1:100 sample was made it was 1:100 of a more 
concentrated stock solution. However, it does not appear that the intensity temperature 
dependence does not have too great of a concentration dependence. 
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Figure 3.24 Forward and Reverse melt taken under different concentrations of quantum dots. (a) 475 nm 
excitation and 1:25 dilution (b) 475 nm excitation and 1:100 (c) 360 nm excitation and 1:25 dilution (d) 360 nm 
excitation and 1:100 dilution. The reverse melts had similar shapes but had a smaller peak intensity (data not 
shown). 
 
Table 3.2. Quantum Dot Fluorescence Intensity Dependence on Temperature 
 
Excitation 
Wavelength (nm) 
Dilution 
Forward Intensity 
Dependence (%/°C) 
Reverse Intensity 
Dependence (%/°C) 
475 1:25 -1.40 -1.27 
475 1:100 -1.30 -1.20 
360 1:25 -1.39 -1.28 
360 1:100 -1.33 -1.22 
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3.6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE INVESTIGATION 
 
The quantum dots were successfully characterized for their spectral properties on the 
temperature jump microscope used in our lab. Although much of the spectral characterization 
and initial characterization of the quantum dots have already been completed, there are a few 
future experiments left to be performed before the quantum dots can be used in practical lab 
applications such as shaping the temperature jump or serve as local temperature probes. The 
irreversibility of the melts on the quantum dots needs to be investigated by performing a series of 
consecutive melts. Perhaps more importantly, the steady increased fluorescence when the 
quantum dots are excited needs to be investigated. Finally, the quantum dots should be tested 
against mCherry with the same T-jump to ensure that two give sufficiently similar results. When 
shaping the temperature jump, using the blue 475 nm excitation LED is likely better than the 360 
nm UV LED since the blue LED has a higher power output. 
 
.  
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APPENDIX A: Amino Acid and Nucleotide Sequences of 
GPGKtc and PGK-FRET 
 
A.1. Amino Acid and Nucleotide Sequence of GFP-PGK-tc: 
 
Color Key: 
FLAG Tag 
GFP 
PGK  
mCherry/FlAsh site  
Thrombin Cleavage/His Tag 
Restriction Enzyme sites 
 
Amino Acid Sequence 
MDYKDDDDK  
GSGSSHHHHH HSSGLVPRGS MVSKGAELFT GIVPILIELN GDVNGHKFSV SGEGEGDATY 
GKLTLKFICT TGKLPVPWPT LVTTLSYGVQ CFSRYPDHMK QHDFFKSAMP EGYIQERTIF 
FEDDGNYKSR AEVKFEGDTL VNRIELTGTD FKEDGNILGN KMEYNYNAHN VYIMTDKAKN 
GIKVNFKIRH NIEDGSVQLA DHYQQNTPIG DGPVLLPDNH YLSTQSALSK DPNEKRDHMI 
YFGFVTAAAI THGMDELYKH MSLSSKLSVQ DLDLKDKRVF IRVDFNVPLD GKKITSNQRI 
VAALPTIKYV LEHHPRYVVL ASHLGRPNGE RNEKYSLAPV AKELQSLLGK DVTFLNDCVG 
PEVEAAVKAS APGSVILLEN LRWHIEEEGS RKVDGQKVKA SKEDVQKFRH ELSSLADVYI 
NDAFGTAHRA HSSMVGFDLP QRAAGFLLEK ELKYFGKALE NPTRPFLAIL GGAKVADKIQ 
LIDNLLDKVD SIIIGGGMAF TFKKVLENTE IGDSIFDKAG AEIVPKLMEK AKAKGVEVVL 
PVDFIIADAF SADANTKTVT DKEGIPAGFQ GLDNGPESRK LFAATVAKAK TIVFNGPPGV 
FEFEKFAAGT KALLDEVVKS SAAGNTVIIG GGDTATVAKK YGVTDKISHV STGGGASLEL 
LEGKELPGVA FLSEKKKLFL NCCPGCCMEP STOP 
 
Nucleotide Sequence 
ATG GAT TAC AAG GAT GAC GAC GAT AAG GGA TCC  GGC AGC AGC CAT CAT CAT CAT 
CAT CAC AGC AGT GGC CTG GTA CCG CGC GGC AGC ATG GTG AGC AAG GGC GCC GAG 
CTG TTC ACC GGC ATC GTG CCC ATC CTG ATC GAG CTG AAT GGC GAT GTG AAT GGC 
CAC AAG TTC AGC GTG AGC GGC GAG GGC GAG GGC GAT GCC ACC TAC GGC AAG CTG 
ACC CTG AAG TTC ATC TGC ACC ACC GGC AAG CTG CCT GTG CCC TGG CCC ACC CTG 
GTG ACC ACC CTG AGC TAC GGC GTG CAG TGC TTC TCA CGC TAC CCC GAT CAC ATG 
AAG CAG CAC GAC TTC TTC AAG AGC GCC ATG CCT GAG GGC TAC ATC CAG GAG CGC 
ACC ATC TTC TTC GAG GAT GAC GGC AAC TAC AAG TCG CGC GCC GAG GTG AAG TTC 
GAG GGC GAT ACC CTG GTG AAT CGC ATC GAG CTG ACC GGC ACC GAT TTC AAG GAG 
GAT GGC AAC ATC CTG GGC AAT AAG ATG GAG TAC AAC TAC AAC GCC CAC AAT GTG 
TAC ATC ATG ACC GAC AAG GCC AAG AAT GGC ATC AAG GTG AAC TTC AAG ATC CGC 
CAC AAC ATC GAG GAT GGC AGC GTG CAG CTG GCC GAC CAC TAC CAG CAG AAT ACC 
CCC ATC GGC GAT GGC CCT GTG CTG CTG CCC GAT AAC CAC TAC CTG TCC ACC CAG 
AGC GCC CTG TCC AAG GAC CCC AAC GAG AAG CGC GAT CAC ATG ATC TAC TTC GGC 
TTC GTG ACC GCC GCC GCC ATC ACC CAC GGC ATG GAT GAG CTG TAC AAG CAT ATG 
TCT TTA TCT TCA AAG TTG TCT GTC CAA GAT TTG GAC TTG AAG GAC AAG CGT GTC 
TTC ATC AGA GTT GAC TTC AAC GTC CCA TTG GAC GGT AAG AAG ATC ACT TCT AAC 
CAA AGA ATT GTT GCT GCT TTG CCA ACC ATC AAG TAC GTT TTG GAA CAC CAC CCA 
AGA TAC GTT GTC TTG GCT TCT CAC TTG GGT AGA CCA AAC GGT GAA AGA AAC GAA 
AAA TAC TCT TTG GCT CCA GTT GCT AAG GAA TTG CAA TCA TTG TTG GGT AAG GAT 
GTC ACC TTC TTG AAC GAC TGT GTC GGT CCA GAA GTT GAA GCC GCT GTC AAG GCT 
TCT GCC CCA GGT TCC GTT ATT TTG TTG GAA AAC TTG CGT TGG CAC ATC GAA GAA 
GAA GGT TCC AGA AAG GTC GAT GGT CAA AAG GTC AAG GCT TCC AAG GAA GAT GTT 
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CAA AAG TTC AGA CAC GAA TTG AGC TCT TTG GCT GAT GTT TAC ATC AAC GAT GCC 
TTC GGT ACC GCT CAC AGA GCT CAC TCT TCT ATG GTC GGT TTC GAC TTG CCA CAA 
CGT GCT GCC GGT TTC TTG TTG GAA AAG GAA TTG AAG TAC TTC GGT AAG GCT TTG 
GAG AAC CCA ACC AGA CCA TTC TTG GCC ATC TTA GGT GGT GCC AAG GTT GCT GAC 
AAG ATT CAA TTG ATT GAC AAC TTG TTG GAC AAG GTC GAC TCT ATC ATC ATT GGT 
GGT GGT ATG GCT TTC ACC TTC AAG AAG GTT TTG GAA AAC ACT GAA ATC GGT GAC 
TCC ATC TTC GAC AAG GCT GGT GCT GAA ATC GTT CCA AAG TTG ATG GAA AAG GCC 
AAG GCC AAG GGT GTC GAA GTC GTC TTG CCA GTC GAC TTC ATC ATT GCT GAT GCT 
TTC TCT GCT GAT GCC AAC ACC AAG ACT GTC ACT GAC AAG GAA GGT ATT CCA GCC 
GGC TTC CAA GGG TTG GAC AAT GGT CCA GAA TCT AGA AAG TTG TTT GCT GCT ACT 
GTT GCA AAG GCT AAG ACA ATT GTC TTC AAC GGT CCA CCA GGT GTT TTC GAA TTC 
GAA AAG TTC GCT GCT GGT ACT AAG GCT TTG TTA GAC GAA GTT GTC AAG AGC TCT 
GCT GCT GGT AAC ACC GTC ATC ATT GGT GGT GGT GAC ACT GCC ACT GTC GCT AAG 
AAG TAC GGT GTC ACT GAC AAG ATC TCC CAT GTC TCT ACT GGT GGT GGT GCT TCT 
TTG GAA TTA TTG GAA GGT AAG GAA TTG CCA GGT GTT GCT TTC TTA TCC GAA AAG 
AAA AAG CTT TTC CTG AAC TGC TGC CCG GGT TGC TGC ATG GAA CCG TAA  
 
A.2. Peptide and Nucleotide Sequence of PGK-FRET: 
 
Peptide Sequence 
 
MDYKDDDDK  
GSGSSHHHHH HSSGLVPRGS MVSKGAELFT GIVPILIELN GDVNGHKFSV SGEGEGDATY 
GKLTLKFICT TGKLPVPWPT LVTTLSYGVQ CFSRYPDHMK QHDFFKSAMP EGYIQERTIF 
FEDDGNYKSR AEVKFEGDTL VNRIELTGTD FKEDGNILGN KMEYNYNAHN VYIMTDKAKN 
GIKVNFKIRH NIEDGSVQLA DHYQQNTPIG DGPVLLPDNH YLSTQSALSK DPNEKRDHMI 
YFGFVTAAAI THGMDELYKH MSLSSKLSVQ DLDLKDKRVF IRVDFNVPLD GKKITSNQRI 
VAALPTIKYV LEHHPRYVVL ASHLGRPNGE RNEKYSLAPV AKELQSLLGK DVTFLNDCVG 
PEVEAAVKAS APGSVILLEN LRWHIEEEGS RKVDGQKVKA SKEDVQKFRH ELSSLADVYI 
NDAFGTAHRA HSSMVGFDLP QRAAGFLLEK ELKYFGKALE NPTRPFLAIL GGAKVADKIQ 
LIDNLLDKVD SIIIGGGMAF TFKKVLENTE IGDSIFDKAG AEIVPKLMEK AKAKGVEVVL 
PVDFIIADAF SADANTKTVT DKEGIPAGFQ GLDNGPESRK LFAATVAKAK TIVFNGPPGV 
FEFEKFAAGT KALLDEVVKS SAAGNTVIIG GGDTATVAKK YGVTDKISHV STGGGASLEL 
LEGKELPGVA FLSEKKKLMVSKGEEDNM AIIKEFMRFK VHMEGSVNGH EFEIEGEGEGRPYEGTQTAK 
LKVTKGGPLP FAWDILSPQF MYGSKAYVKH PADIPDYLKL SFPEGFKWER VMNFEDGGVV 
TVTQDSSLQD GEFIYKVKLR GTNFPSDGPV MQKKTMGWEA SSERMYPEDG ALKGEIKQRL 
KLKDGGHYDA EVKTTYKAKK PVQLPGAYNV NIKLDITSHN EDYTIVEQYE RAEGRHSTGG MDELYK 
Stop 
  
Nucleotide Sequence 
 
AAG CTT 
ATG GAT TAC AAG GAT GAC GAC GAT AAG GGA TCC GGC AGC AGC CAT CAT CAT CAT 
CAT CAC AGC AGT GGC CTG GTA CCG CGC GGC AGC ATG GTG AGC AAG GGC GCC GAG 
CTG TTC ACC GGC ATC GTG CCC ATC CTG ATC GAG CTG AAT GGC GAT GTG AAT GGC 
CAC AAG TTC AGC GTG AGC GGC GAG GGC GAG GGC GAT GCC ACC TAC GGC AAG CTG 
ACC CTG AAG TTC ATC TGC ACC ACC GGC AAG CTG CCT GTG CCC TGG CCC ACC CTG 
GTG ACC ACC CTG AGC TAC GGC GTG CAG TGC TTC TCA CGC TAC CCC GAT CAC ATG 
AAG CAG CAC GAC TTC TTC AAG AGC GCC ATG CCT GAG GGC TAC ATC CAG GAG CGC 
ACC ATC TTC TTC GAG GAT GAC GGC AAC TAC AAG TCG CGC GCC GAG GTG AAG TTC 
GAG GGC GAT ACC CTG GTG AAT CGC ATC GAG CTG ACC GGC ACC GAT TTC AAG GAG 
GAC GGC AAC ATA CTG GGC AAT AAG ATG GAG TAC AAC TAC AAC GCC CAC AAT GTG 
TAC ATC ATG ACC GAC AAG GCC AAG AAT GGC ATC AAG GTG AAC TTC AAG ATC CGC 
CAC AAC ATC GAG GAT GGC AGC GTG CAG CTG GCC GAC CAC TAC CAG CAG AAT ACC 
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CCC ATC GGC GAT GGC CCT GTG CTG CTG CCC GAT AAC CAC TAC CTG TCC ACC CAG 
AGC GCC CTG TCC AAG GAC CCC AAC GAG AAG CGC GAT CAC ATG ATC TAC TTC GGC 
TTC GTG ACC GCC GCC GCC ATC ACC CAC GGC ATG GAT GAG CTG TAC AAG CAT ATG 
TCT TTA TCT TCA AAG TTG TCT GTC CAA GAT TTG GAC TTG AAG GAC AAG CGT GTC 
TTC ATC AGA GTT GAC TTC AAC GTC CCA TTG GAC GGT AAG AAG ATC ACT TCT AAC 
CAA AGA ATT GTT GCT GCT TTG CCA ACC ATC AAG TAC GTT TTG GAA CAC CAC CCA 
AGA TAC GTT GTC TTG GCT TCT CAC TTG GGT AGA CCA AAC GGT GAA AGA AAC GAA 
AAA TAC TCT TTG GCT CCA GTT GCT AAG GAA TTG CAA TCA TTG TTG GGT AAG GAT 
GTC ACC TTC TTG AAC GAC TGT GTC GGT CCA GAA GTT GAA GCC GCT GTC AAG GCT 
TCT GCC CCA GGT TCC GTT ATT TTG TTG GAA AAC TTG CGT TGG CAC ATC GAA GAA 
GAA GGT TCC AGA AAG GTC GAT GGT CAA AAG GTC AAG GCT TCC AAG GAA GAT GTT 
CAA AAG TTC AGA CAC GAA TTG AGC TCT TTG GCT GAT GTT TAC ATC AAC GAT GCC 
TTC GGT ACC GCT CAC AGA GCT CAC TCT TCT ATG GTC GGT TTC GAC TTG CCA CAA 
CGT GCT GCC GGT TTC TTG TTG GAA AAG GAA TTG AAG TAC TTC GGT AAG GCT TTG 
GAG AAC CCA ACC AGA CCA TTC TTG GCC ATC TTA GGT GGT GCC AAG GTT GCT GAC 
AAG ATT CAA TTG ATT GAC AAC TTG TTG GAC AAG GTC GAC TCT ATC ATC ATT GGT 
GGT GGT ATG GCT TTC ACC TTC AAG AAG GTT TTG GAA AAC ACT GAA ATC GGT GAC 
TCC ATC TTC GAC AAG GCT GGT GCT GAA ATC GTT CCA AAG TTG ATG GAA AAG GCC 
AAG GCC AAG GGT GTC GAA GTC GTC TTG CCA GTC GAC TTC ATC ATT GCT GAT GCT 
TTC TCT GCT GAT GCC AAC ACC AAG ACT GTC ACT GAC AAG GAA GGT ATT CCA GCC 
GGC TTC CAA GGG TTG GAC AAT GGT CCA GAA TCT AGA AAG TTG TTT GCT GCT ACT 
GTT GCA AAG GCT AAG ACA ATT GTC TTC AAC GGT CCA CCA GGT GTT TTC GAA TTC 
GAA AAG TTC GCT GCT GGT ACT AAG GCT TTG TTA GAC GAA GTT GTC AAG AGC TCT 
GCT GCT GGT AAC ACC GTC ATC ATT GGT GGT GGT GAC ACT GCC ACT GTC GCT AAG 
AAG TAC GGT GTC ACT GAC AAG ATC TCC CAT GTC TCT ACT GGT GGT GGT GCT TCT 
AAG TAC GGT GTC ACT GAC AAG ATC TCC CAT GTC TCT ACT GGT GGT GGT GCT TCT 
AAA AAG CTT ATG GTG AGC AAG GGC GAG GAG GAT AAC ATG GCC ATC ATC AAG GAG 
TTC ATG CGC TTC AAG GTG CAC ATG GAG GGC TCC GTG AAC GGC CAC GAG TTC GAG 
ATC GAG GGC GAG GGC GAG GGC CGC CCC TAC GAG GGC ACC CAG ACC GCC AAG CTG 
AAG GTG ACC AAG GGT GGC CCC CTG CCC TTC GCC TGG GAC ATC CTG TCC CCT CAG 
TTC ATG TAC GGC TCC AAG GCC TAC GTG AAG CAC CCC GCC GAC ATC CCC GAC TAC 
TTG AAG CTG TCC TTC CCC GAG GGC TTC AAG TGG GAG CGC GTG ATG AAC TTC GAG 
GAC GGC GGC GTG GTG ACC GTG ACC CAG GAC TCC TCC CTG CAG GAC GGC GAG TTC 
ATC TAC AAG GTG AAG CTG CGC GGC ACC AAC TTC CCC TCC GAC GGC CCC GTA ATG 
CAG AAG AAG ACC ATG GGC TGG GAG GCC TCC TCC GAG CGG ATG TAC CCC GAG GAC 
GGC GCC CTG AAG GGC GAG ATC AAG CAG AGG CTG AAG CTG AAG GAC GGC GGC CAC 
TAC GAC GCT GAG GTC AAG ACC ACC TAC AAG GCC AAG AAG CCC GTG CAG CTG CCC 
GGC GCC TAC AAC GTC AAC ATC AAG TTG GAC ATC ACC TCC CAC AAC GAG GAC TAC 
ACC ATC GTG GAA CAG TAC GAA CGC GCC GAG GGC CGC CAC TCC ACC GGC GGC ATG 
GAC GAG CTG TAC AAG TAG 
GGA TC 
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APPENDIX B: E. coli Image Analysis Code 
B.1. Code Organizer 
function ecolidata 
%This function requires that the current directory is the one with all the spots in it. I believe the spots need to numbered in 
consecutive order as well. This may be changed later. 
 
CurrentDir=dir; 
Folders=0; 
for i=1:size(extractfield(CurrentDir,'name'),2) 
    a=isdir(CurrentDir(i).name)==1; 
    if(regexp(CurrentDir(i).name,'spot')>0 & a==1) 
        Folders=Folders+1; 
    end 
    clear a 
end 
 
CurrentPath=cd; 
SkipSpotNumber=input('Which spots do you want to skip? Enter numbers as vector (including brackets)\n'); 
Hour=input('Input hours since induction for set of videos (can include a decimal point)\n'); 
date=input('Input date of videos MMDDYY\n','s'); 
Temperature=input('Input temperature (round to nearest integer)\n'); 
%ask for characteristic variables for set of data 
 
for i=1:Folders 
    flag2=1; 
    if(find(SkipSpotNumber==i)) 
        flag2=0; 
    end 
   %ignore folders whose position is equal to spot desired to be skipped. Note that this requires that the folders be ordered 
numerically and consecutively.   
    if(flag2==1) 
        dirname=strcat(CurrentPath,'\spot',num2str(i)); 
        cd(dirname); 
        sprintf('For spot %d:',i) 
        dataname=strcat('Hr',num2str(Hour),'_',num2str(Temperature),'s',num2str(i),'_',date); 
      %If folder not skipped, then go into spot number of current iteration   
      functionflag=1; 
    while(functionflag==1) 
         
        [functionflag,functionflag2]=ecoliread(dataname);  
             
        if (functionflag==0 && functionflag2==1) 
                 
            dataname2=strcat(dataname,'blur_cells.mat'); 
            functionflag=1; 
                 
            while(functionflag==1) 
                    [functionflag,functionflag2]=ecolifind(dataname,dataname2); 
                     
                    if(functionflag==0 && functionflag2==1) 
                        functionflag=1; 
                         
                        while(functionflag==1) 
                            [functionflag,functionflag3]=ecolikinetics(dataname,dataname2); 
                             
                            if(functionflag==0 && functionflag3==0) 
                                disp('File from ecolikinetics not succesfully created.') 
                            end 
                        end   
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                    end 
                end 
            end 
    end 
    end 
        %functionflag of 1 = stay in loop 
        %functionflag of 0 = allowed to proceed into next loop 
        %This flag reflects user input of whether the function should be 
        %repeated 
         
        %functionflag2 of 1 = allowed to proceed into next loop - this 
        %flags tells you if the input file exists for the next function and 
        %only proceed if does. 
         
        %note both functionflag and functionflag2 need to be allowed in 
        %order to proceed 
      
        
         
    cd (CurrentPath) 
    end 
     
 %go through the first 3 functions for each of the spots in folder 
 
 
datanamestr=strcat('Hr',num2str(Hour),'_',num2str(Temperature),'_',date); 
EcoliDataLoadGlobal2(pwd,datanamestr) 
EcoliAvgGlobal2(datanamestr) 
end 
 
function [flag,flag2]=ecoliread(dataname) 
%Run ecoliread3. Check if file exists. If not, run program. If it exists 
%already prompt user if file should be overwritten. Existence requires 
%dataname be exactly the same 
        if(exist(dataname)==0 && exist(strcat(dataname,'.mat'))==0) 
            try 
                alignfr=input('Pick a frame number after jump for alignment\n') 
                ecoliread3(pwd,dataname,1,alignfr); 
                flag=0; 
                flag2=1; 
            catch 
                disp('An error has occurred') 
                flag=ContinueCheck; 
                    if(exist(dataname)==0 && exist(strcat(dataname,'.mat'))==0 && flag==0) 
                        flag=Warning; 
                    end 
                    flag2=0; 
            end 
        else 
            flag3=1; 
            flag2=1; 
            while(flag3==1) 
                answer=input('There is currently a .mat file present already for ecoliread3.\nWould you like to continue with ecoliread3 
and overwrite this file? (y/n)\n','s'); 
                switch answer 
                    case 'y' 
                        try 
                            alignfr=input('Pick a frame number after jump for alignment\n') 
                            ecoliread3(pwd,dataname,1,alignfr); 
                            flag3=0; 
                            flag=0; 
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                        catch 
                            disp('An error has occurred') 
                            flag=ContinueCheck; 
                            
                            flag3=0; 
                             
                        end 
                    case 'n' 
                        flag3=0; 
                        flag=0; 
                         
                    otherwise 
                        disp('Please enter a valid response') 
 
 
                end 
 
            end 
             
end 
end 
function [flag,flag2]=ecolifind(dataname,dataname2) 
 %Finds cells that are brighter than a given background threshold 
 %Check if it already exists. If not, then go through program to make file. 
 %Proceed once file exists 
    if(exist(dataname2)==0) 
        
                    try 
                        %Ask for next set of parameters 
                        fps=input('What is the video FPS\n') 
                        disp('Click and drag a rectangle on a dark background area') 
                        ecolifind6_2_bleach_tim(pwd,dataname,fps) 
                        flag=0; 
                        flag2=1; 
                    catch 
                        disp('An error has occurred') 
                        flag=ContinueCheck; 
                        if(exist(dataname2)==0 && flag==0) 
                            flag=Warning; 
                             
                        end 
                        flag2=0; 
                    end 
 
    else 
                    flag2=1; 
                    flag3=1; 
                    while(flag3==1) 
                        answer=input('There is currently a .mat file present already for ecolifind6_1_bleach_tim.\nWould you like to redo 
and overwrite this part? (y/n)\n','s'); 
                        switch answer 
                            case 'y' 
                                try 
                                    fps=input('What is the video FPS\n') 
                                    disp('Click and drag a rectangle on a dark background area') 
                                    ecolifind6_2_bleach_tim(pwd,dataname,fps) 
                                    flag3=0; 
                                    flag=0; 
                                catch 
                                    disp('An error has occurred') 
                                    flag=ContinueCheck; 
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                                    flag3=0; 
                                end 
                            case 'n' 
                                flag3=0; 
                                flag=0; 
                            otherwise 
                                disp('Please enter a valid response') 
 
 
                        end 
                    end 
 
 
                    end 
end 
function [flag,flag2]=ecolikinetics(stro,str) 
  dataname3=strcat(stro,'_cell_ana.mat'); 
         
    if(strfind(stro,'.')>0) 
         dataname4=stro; 
           a=strfind(dataname4,'.'); 
           dataname4(a)='P'; 
           dataname4=strcat(dataname4,'_cell_ana.mat'); 
           clear a 
    else 
         dataname4=dataname3; 
    end 
                %Due to the way ecolikinetics is written, periods in the name need 
                %to replaced by P to make a valid variable name. 
                %matlab doesn't read .mat automatically if the name has another . in it. Check for . and add .mat to file name if it exists 
    flag2=0; 
    if(exist(dataname3)==0 && exist(dataname4)==0) 
            str=regexprep(str,'_cells.mat',''); 
            try 
            ecolikinetics2(stro,str); 
            flag=0; 
            flag2=1; 
             
            catch 
                disp('An error has occurred') 
                        flag=ContinueCheck; 
                        flag2=0; 
                         
            end 
 
    else 
        flag3=1; 
        while(flag3==1) 
            answer=input('There is currently a .mat file present already for ecolikineticsb_daa.\nWould you like to redo and overwrite 
this part? (y/n)\n','s'); 
            switch answer 
                case 'y' 
                    str=regexprep(str,'_cells.mat',''); 
                     try 
                         ecolikinetics2(stro,str); 
                         flag=0; 
                         flag2=1; 
             
                     catch 
                         disp('An error has occurred') 
                         flag=ContinueCheck; 
                         flag2=1; 
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                     end 
                    flag3=0; 
                 
                case 'n' 
                    flag3=0; 
                    flag2=1; 
                    flag=0; 
                 
                otherwise 
                    disp('Please enter a valid response') 
 
 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
end 
function ecolikinetics2(stro,str) 
flag4=1; 
             
           
            while(flag4==1) 
                response=input('Manually find starting frame for jump? (y/n)\n','s'); 
                switch response 
                    case 'y' 
                        ecolikineticsb_daa_tim(pwd,str,12,36,stro,1) 
                        flag4=0; 
                    case 'n'  
                        disp('Frame 50 chosen as jump starting point') 
                        ecolikineticsb_daa_tim(pwd,str,12,36,stro,1,50) 
                        flag4=0; 
                    otherwise 
                        disp('Please enter a valid response') 
 
                end 
                
 
            end 
end 
function ans=Warning 
 
    disp('Warning! The input for the next function does not exist. Skipping to next spot') 
    flag2=1; 
    while(flag2==1) 
 
        answer=input('What do you want to do? \n 1-Redo this part \n 2-Continue Anyway\n','s'); 
        switch answer 
             case '1' 
                 ans=1; 
                 flag2=0; 
             case '2' 
                 ans=0; 
                 flag2=0; 
            otherwise 
                 disp('Enter a valid response') 
        end 
    end 
end 
function flag=ContinueCheck 
%Get an answer from user on what to do if error occurs. Assign answer to 
%change functionflag in "while" loops 
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flag2=1; 
while(flag2==1) 
answer=input('What do you want to do?\n 1-Redo this part\n 2-Continue\n','s'); 
    switch answer 
        case '1' 
            flag=1; 
            flag2=0; 
        case '2' 
            flag =0; 
            flag2=0; 
        otherwise 
            disp('Please enter a valid response') 
    end 
end 
end 
 
B.2. Image Processing and Finding Cells 
 
function ecoliread3(datapath, dataname, manualcc, alignfr)  
 
%program reads ecoli videos by finding cross correlation between channels 
%in the first frame of the first movie and using the diff coordinates for 
%all movies.  
 
%donor channel coordinates are found by finding cross correlation with the 
%first channel movie and then comparing each time.  
 
%alignfr gives the frame at which the cross correlation should be 
%calculated (1 for therm, after jump start when there is a jump, to account 
%for change in focus) 
%written for cine files only.   
 
%initialize file finding variables 
allfolders=dir(datapath);  
numFolders=numel(allfolders);  
names=[]; 
strpath = pwd; 
cd(datapath);  
numVideos = 0;  
names = [];  
videoName = [] 
temps = []; 
 
if nargin < 4  
    alignfr = 1 %if no frame given, align using frame 1  
end  
 
%cycle through all folders to see if there are videos there. store video 
%files in "names"  
 
 
 
for i = 1:numFolders 
    if allfolders(i).isdir == 1 
     videoName = strcat(allfolders(i).name, '\video.cine');  
        if exist(videoName, 'file');  
        numVideos = numVideos + 1;  
        names = strvcat(names, videoName); 
        temps = [temps, str2num(allfolders(i).name)];  
        disp(videoName); 
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        end  
    end  
end  
clear i;  
 
 
%initialize image analysis variables  
videos = [];  
alignFrame = [];  
alignLeft = [];  
alignRight = [];  
base = [];  
%load first movie, find coordinates for analysis and difference coordinates 
if numVideos>0  
    alignFrame = CineReader(names(1, :), alignfr); 
else  
   disp('No videos to analyze.');  
   return;  
end  
 
%find difference coordinates and analysis area 
[height, width] = size(alignFrame);  
alignLeft = alignFrame(:,1:floor(width/2));  
alignRight = alignFrame(:, (floor(width/2)+1):end);  
%find brightest channel  
leftMax = max(max(alignLeft));  
rightMax = max(max(alignRight));  
[imMax, side] = max([leftMax, rightMax]);  
 
%use brighter channel as base throughout analysis.   
if side == 1 
    %use left side for cross correlation  
    base = alignLeft/leftMax;  
    inp = alignRight/rightMax;  
    %jumpcoord = [120, 296, 90, 90]; 
    disp('Using Red Channel as cross correlation base.')  
else  
    %use right side form cross correlation  
    base = alignRight/rightMax;  
    inp = alignLeft/leftMax;  
    %jumpcoord = [107, 294, 90, 90];  
    disp('Using Green channel as cross correlation base.') 
end  
 
%choose analysis area  
disp('Select a rectangle to analyze.')  
f = figure;  
imshow(base);   
baseRect = imrect(gca, [52 227 200 150]); %baseCoord are (xmin, ymin, width, height); 
wait(baseRect); 
 
baseCoord = getPosition(baseRect);  
baseCoord = cast(baseCoord, 'int16'); 
baseCell = imcrop(base, baseCoord); 
 
if  manualcc==1 
    %find channel transform.  cpselect returns points [x, y] --> [column, row] 
    [inputPoints, basePoints] = cpselect(inp, base, 'Wait', true);  
    inputadj = cpcorr(inputPoints, basePoints, inp, base);  
 
    %assume (for now) only translational transform  
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    numPoints = size(inputPoints, 1);  
    diffr = zeros(numPoints,1);  
    diffc = zeros(numPoints, 1);  
    for i = 1:numPoints  
        diffc(i) = basePoints(i, 1) - inputadj(i, 1);  
        diffr(i) = basePoints(i, 2) - inputadj(i, 2);  
    end  
 
    %difference coordinates go from base to input; input = base - diff;  
    cDiffR = round(mean(diffr));  
    cDiffC = round(mean(diffc));  
 
    inCoord = baseCoord;  
    inCoord(1:2) = [baseCoord(1) - cDiffC, baseCoord(2) - cDiffR];  
 
 
    %load first movie, set up all matrices  
    if side==1 
        inCoord(1) = inCoord(1) + floor(width/2) +1;  
        [fBase, fInp] = CineReader_Crop(names(1,:), baseCoord, inCoord);  
    else  
        baseCoord(1) = baseCoord(1) + floor(width/2)+1;  
        [fInp, fBase] = CineReader_Crop(names(1,:), inCoord, baseCoord);  
    end 
    numFrames = size(fInp, 3);  
 
    %load all videos, calculate base coord from correlation with first frame, first video  
 
    for i = 2:numVideos 
        disp(names(i,:)); 
        clear('diffr', 'diffc', 'basePoints', 'inputPoints'); 
        cFrame = CineReader(names(i, :), alignfr);  
        cLeft = cFrame(:, 1:floor(width/2));  
        cRight = cFrame(:,(floor(width/2)+1):end);  
     
        if side == 1 
            inp = cLeft/max(max(cLeft));  
        else   
            inp = cRight/max(max(cRight));  
        end  
     
        [nPoints, basePoints] = cpselect(inp, base,'Wait', true); 
        nPoints_adj = cpcorr(nPoints, basePoints, inp, base); 
     
        numPoints = size(nPoints,1);  
        diffr = zeros(numPoints, 1);  
        diffc = zeros(numPoints, 1);  
        for j = 1:numPoints  
            diffc(j) = basePoints(j, 1) - nPoints_adj(j, 1); 
            diffr(j) = basePoints(j, 2) - nPoints_adj(j, 2);  
        end  
     
        vDiffR = round(mean(diffr));  
        vDiffC = round(mean(diffc));  
     
        baseCoord(i, :) = baseCoord(1,:);  
        baseCoord(i,1:2) = [baseCoord(1,1) - vDiffC, baseCoord(1,2) - vDiffR];  
        inCoord(i,:) = baseCoord(i,:);  
        inCoord(i, 1:2) = [baseCoord(i,1) - cDiffC, baseCoord(i,2) - cDiffR]; 
     
        if side == 1  
            inCoord(i,1) = inCoord(i,1)+ floor(width/2) +1;  
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            [fBase(:,:,:,i), fInp(:,:,:,i)] = CineReader_Crop(names(i,:), baseCoord(i,:), inCoord(i,:));  
        else  
            inCoord(i,1) = inCoord(i,1) - floor(width/2)-1;  
            [fInp(:,:,:,i), fBase(:,:,:,i)] = CineReader_Crop(names(i,:), inCoord(i,:), baseCoord(i,:));  
        end 
    end 
else  
    %do channel cross correlation on first frame (manually), but then use 
    %the same correlation between all channels 
    channelC = normxcorr2(baseCell, inp);  
    absChannelC = abs(channelC);  
    [ypeak,xpeak] = find(absChannelC == max(max(absChannelC)));  
    inCoord(1,2) = ypeak - size(baseCell,1) - 1;  
    inCoord(1,1) = xpeak - size(baseCell,2) - 1;  
     
    cDiffC = baseCoord(1,1) - inCoord(1,1);  
    cDiffR = baseCoord(1,2) - inCoord(1,2);  
    inCoord(1,3:4) = baseCoord(3:4);  
     
    %load first movie, set up all matrices  
    if side==1 
        inCoordAbs = inCoord; 
        inCoordAbs(1) = inCoord(1) + floor(width/2) +1;  
        [fBase, fInp] = CineReader_Crop(names(1,:), baseCoord, inCoordAbs);  
    else  
        baseCoordAbs = baseCoord;  
        baseCoordAbs(1) = baseCoord(1) + floor(width/2)+1;  
        [fInp, fBase] = CineReader_Crop(names(1,:), inCoord, baseCoordAbs);  
    end 
    numFrames = size(fInp, 3);  
     
    %now do video by video shifting   
     for i = 2:numVideos  
         clear('ypeak', 'xpeak','inp');  
        disp(names(i,:)); 
        cFrame = CineReader(names(i, :), 1);  
        cLeft = cFrame(:, 1:floor(width/2));  
        cRight = cFrame(:,(floor(width/2)+1):end);  
     
        if side == 1 %choose to compare to first frame in base channel  
            inp = cLeft/max(max(cLeft));  
        else   
            inp = cRight/max(max(cRight));  
        end  
         
        videoC = normxcorr2(baseCell, inp);  
        absVideoC = abs(videoC);  
        [ypeak, xpeak] = find(absVideoC ==max(max(absVideoC)));  
        baseCoord(i,2) = ypeak - size(baseCell,1) - 1;  
        baseCoord(i,1) = xpeak - size(baseCell,2) - 1;  
         
        vDiffC = baseCoord(1,1) - baseCoord(i,1);  
        vDiffR = baseCoord(1,2) - baseCoord(i,2);  
         
        baseCoord(i,3:4) = baseCoord(1,3:4);  
        inCoord(i,:) = baseCoord(i,:);  
        inCoord(i,1:2) = [baseCoord(i,1)-cDiffC, baseCoord(i,2)-cDiffR]; 
         
        %load videos  
        if side == 1  
            inCoordAbs = inCoord(i,:); 
            inCoordAbs = inCoord(i,1) + floor(width/2) +1; 
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            [fBase(:,:,:,i), fInp(:,:,:,i)] = CineReader_Crop(names(i,:), baseCoord(i,:), inCoordAbs);  
        else  
            baseCoordAbs = baseCoord(i,:);  
            baseCoordAbs(1) = baseCoord(i,1) + floor(width/2)+1;   
            [fInp(:,:,:,i), fBase(:,:,:,i)] = CineReader_Crop(names(i,:), inCoord(i,:), baseCoordAbs);  
        end 
     end    
end  
 
%get data ready for saving  
if side ==1  
    dataleft = fBase;  
    dataright = fInp;  
    inCoord(:,1) = inCoord(:,1) + floor(width/2)+1; 
else  
    dataright = fBase;  
    dataleft = fInp;  
    baseCoord(:,1) = baseCoord(:,1) + floor(width/2)+1; 
end  
%save data  
dataleft=double(dataleft); 
dataright=double(dataright); 
disp(strcat('save to file: ',dataname,'.mat')) 
tempstr=strcat(dataname,'.mat'); 
save(tempstr,'numVideos', 'names', 'dataright', 'dataleft', 'baseCoord', 'inCoord', 'side', 'width', 'height', 'numFrames', 'alignFrame', 
'base', 'temps', 'cDiffR', 'cDiffC', 'alignfr'); 
imshow(base, []); 
cd(strpath); 
end  
    
function ecolifind6_1_bleach_tim(datapath, dataname, fps) 
 
%uses output of ecoliread3 to find cells in the  
 
%ecolifind5 offers these improvements over ecolifind3:  
%1) dynamic thresholding (check) 
%2) better managment of removed cells  
%3) better checking between red and green channels, including red 
%thresholding and alignment 
 
%ecolifind4_bleach uses background subtraction square to correct all frames 
%for any variations in background.  
%removes thermodynamics as they are calculated with corrections in 
%ecolikinetics  
 
%ecolifind5_bleach adds in blurring to find outer perimeter pixels.  These 
%can be incorporated into object in both channels to reduce the effect of  
%misalignment between frames  
 
%load data  
strpath = pwd;  
cd(datapath);  
 
if(strfind(dataname,'.')>0) 
    dataname2=strcat(dataname,'.mat'); 
    load(dataname2); 
else 
    load(dataname); 
end 
 
%use first frame to find objects.  Base object finding on green channel 
%(regardless of "side" from ecoliread).  
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if nargin<3  
    fps = 24;  
end  
 
%Get video info  
[height, width, numFrames, numVideos] = size(dataright);  
time = [1:numFrames]*1/fps - 1/fps;  
 
%green frame for alignment 
alignFrame = dataright(:,:,alignfr,1);  
f = figure; imshow(alignFrame, []); title(strcat('Video 1'));  
 
%calculate background statistics  
back = imrect(gca); wait(back);  
backCoord = cast(getPosition(back), 'int16');  
backim = imcrop(alignFrame, backCoord);  
backmean = mean(backim(:)); 
backstd = std(backim(:)); 
backsub = backmean+backstd; 
 
%find objects in the first frame  
[cellStats, labels] = findCells(alignFrame, backmean); 
 
%check if objects are close (<5 pixels) away from the edge of the box and 
%delete from the label matrix and keep track of the kept objects.  (see 
%subfunction) 
[keepLabels, keepStats, reasons] = checkCells(labels, cellStats, alignFrame, backsub, 1);  
numObjects = max(max(keepLabels));  
 
%align objects and green channel  
%find biggest object  
objsize = zeros(numObjects, 1);  
for i = 1:numObjects  
    objsize(i) = length(cellStats(i).PixelIdxList);  
end  
[pixels, index] = max(objsize);  
%make cropped image of largest object and expand the box 
 
bigbox = floor(cellStats(index).BoundingBox); 
bigbox = [bigbox(1)-5, bigbox(2)-5, bigbox(3)+10, bigbox(4)+10]; 
bigcell = imcrop(alignFrame, bigbox);  
 
%align cropped image with even bigger cut out of right and left channel  
rbox = [bigbox(1)-15, bigbox(2)-15, bigbox(3)+30, bigbox(4)+30]; 
rbox(find(rbox<1))=1;  
lcell = imcrop(dataleft(:,:,1,1), rbox); 
rcell = imcrop(dataright(:,:,1,1), rbox); 
 
gR = normxcorr2(bigcell, rcell);  
gL = normxcorr2(bigcell, lcell);  
 
%calculate translation from right to left  
[yl, xl] = find(gL == max(gL(:)));  
[yr, xr] = find(gR == max(gR(:)));  
 
delta = [yl, xl] - [yr, xr];  
 
%crop matrices to align channels, written for object finding in right 
%(green channel) 
disp(strcat('y shift by ', num2str(delta(1)), ' pixels.')); 
if delta(1)<0  
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   dataright(1:abs(delta(1)), :,:,:) = [];  
   dataleft((height-abs(delta(1))+1):end, :,:,:) = [];  
   alignFrame(1:abs(delta(1)), :,:,:) = [];  
   keepLabels(1:abs(delta(1)), :,:,:) = []; 
   labels(1:abs(delta(1)), :,:,:) = []; 
elseif delta(1)>0  
    dataright((height-abs(delta(1))+1):end, :,:) = [];  
    dataleft(1:abs(delta(1)), :,:,:) = [];  
    alignFrame((height-abs(delta(1))+1):end,:,:) = [];  
    keepLabels((height-abs(delta(1))+1):end,:,:) = []; 
    labels((height-abs(delta(1))+1):end,:,:) = []; 
else 
    disp('no y shift needed');  
end 
 
disp(strcat('x shift by ', num2str(delta(2)), ' pixels.')); 
if delta(2)<0 
   dataright(:,1:abs(delta(2)),:,:) = [];  
   dataleft(:, (width-abs(delta(2))+1):end,:,:) = [];  
   alignFrame(:,1:abs(delta(2)),:,:) = []; 
   keepLabels(:,1:abs(delta(2)),:,:) = []; 
   labels(:,1:abs(delta(2)),:,:) = []; 
elseif delta(2)>0  
    dataright(:, (width-abs(delta(2))+1):end,:,:) = [];  
    dataleft(:,1:abs(delta(2)),:,:) = []; 
    alignFrame(:, (width-abs(delta(2))+1):end,:,:) = []; 
    keepLabels(:, (width-abs(delta(2))+1):end,:,:)= []; 
    labels(:, (width-abs(delta(2))+1):end,:,:)= []; 
else  
    disp('no x shift needed');  
end  
 
%adjust background coord  
backCoord(1) = backCoord(1) + (delta(2)); 
backCoord(2) = backCoord(2) + (delta(1));  
 
%update width and height  
width = size(dataleft, 2);  
height = size(dataleft, 1);  
 
delta 
 
%check red cells - if too dim, or cell not in red channel, delete cell  
redback = imcrop(dataleft(:,:,alignfr,1), backCoord);  
redsub = mean(redback(:)) + std(redback(:))/2;  
 
[keepLabels, keepStats] = checkRed(keepLabels, keepStats, squeeze(dataleft(:,:,alignfr, 1)), redsub,1); 
 
%show object finding and alignment in first video 
objects = zeros(size(keepLabels)); 
objects(keepLabels>0) = 1;  
checkRight(:,:,1) = dataright(:,:,alignfr,1)/max(max(dataright(:,:,alignfr,1))) + cast(objects, 'double');  
checkLeft(:,:,1) = dataleft(:,:,alignfr,1)/max(max(dataleft(:,:,alignfr,1))) + cast(objects, 'double');  
check = figure;  
subplot(1,2,1); imshow(checkLeft(:,:,1), []); title(strcat(dataname, ', Video 1')); 
subplot(1,2,2); imshow(checkRight(:,:,1), []);  
saveas(check, strcat(dataname, '_video1.jpg'));  
 
%FIX THE UNDERSCORE TITLE THING 
 
ObjectsAll = zeros(size(labels)); 
ObjectsAll(labels>0) = 1;  
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ObjectsDelete=ObjectsAll-objects; 
checkRight2(:,:,1) = dataright(:,:,alignfr,1)/max(max(dataright(:,:,alignfr,1))) + cast(ObjectsDelete, 'double');  
checkLeft2(:,:,1) = dataleft(:,:,alignfr,1)/max(max(dataleft(:,:,alignfr,1))) + cast(ObjectsDelete, 'double');  
 
checkRight3(:,:,1) = dataright(:,:,alignfr,1)/max(max(dataright(:,:,alignfr,1))) + cast(ObjectsAll, 'double');  
checkLeft3(:,:,1) = dataleft(:,:,alignfr,1)/max(max(dataleft(:,:,alignfr,1))) + cast(ObjectsAll, 'double');  
check2=figure; 
subplot(1,2,1); imshow(checkLeft3(:,:,1), []); title(strcat(dataname, ', Video 1 All Objects')); 
subplot(1,2,2); imshow(checkRight3(:,:,1), []);  
saveas(check2,strcat(dataname,'_allobjects_video1.jpg')) 
 
maskR=ones(size(checkRight2)); 
maskR=maskR+1*double((checkRight3>1)); 
maskR=maskR+1*double((checkRight2>1)); 
maskL=ones(size(checkLeft2)); 
maskL=maskL+1*double((checkLeft3>1)); 
maskL=maskL+1*double((checkLeft2>1)); 
 
%1 is no object, 2 is kept object, 3 is deleted object 
%note how it adds up. all pixels are 1, any pixel that corresponds to 
%object gets added by 1 to become 2. any object that is deleted will have 1 added to become 3 
check3=figure; 
subplot(1,2,1); imshow(maskL(:,:,1), [0 0 0; 1 1 1; 1 0 0]); title(strcat(dataname, ', Video 1 Removed Objects')); 
subplot(1,2,2); imshow(maskR(:,:,1), [0 0 0; 1 1 1; 1 0 0]);  
saveas(check3,strcat(dataname,' removed objects video1.jpg')) 
%make value of mask 1 2 3 depending on what it corresponds to 1- black 
%2-white for kept 3- red for deleted. note you lose any notion of relative 
%intensity doing this way though but it is a good visual 
 
%find object perimeters  
[perimlabels] = ecoliblur(keepLabels); 
 
%now get kinetic traces for first video  
%set up data handling and object info matrices 
numObjects = max(max(keepLabels)); 
centroid = zeros(numObjects, 2, numVideos); 
 
for i = 1:numObjects  
    centroid(i, :, 1) = keepStats(i).Centroid; 
end  
 
%Video-to-video object finding and checking removed in this code.... 
%For legacy code see ecolifind4 
 
 
numObjects = max(max(max(keepLabels)));  
 
leftTrace = zeros(numObjects, numFrames, numVideos);  
rightTrace = zeros(numObjects, numFrames, numVideos);  
leftTraceB = zeros(numObjects, numFrames, numVideos);  
rightTraceB = zeros(numObjects, numFrames, numVideos); 
leftBack = zeros(numFrames, numVideos); 
rightBack = zeros(numFrames, numVideos); 
daTrace = zeros(numObjects, numFrames, numVideos);  
  
%get average green, red, da for each object.   
 
rightBack(:) = mean(squeeze(mean(dataright(backCoord(2):backCoord(2)+backCoord(4)-1, ... 
        backCoord(1):backCoord(1)+backCoord(3)-1, :),1)),1);  
leftBack(:) = mean(squeeze(mean(dataleft(backCoord(2):backCoord(2)+backCoord(4)-1, ... 
        backCoord(1):backCoord(1)+backCoord(3)-1, :),1)),1);  
for i = 1:numObjects  
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    [currentRow, currentColumn] = find(keepLabels(:,:)==i);  
    %find object intensities 
     for j= 1:length(currentRow) 
        currentLeft(j, :) = dataleft(currentRow(j),currentColumn(j),:);  
        currentRight(j, :) = dataright(currentRow(j),currentColumn(j),:); 
     end   
    
     [currentRowP, currentColumnP] = find(perimlabels(:,:)==i);  
 
    if ~isempty(currentRowP) 
        %find perimeter intensities  
        for j = 1:length(currentRowP)  
            currentPLeft(j,:) = dataleft(currentRowP(j), currentColumnP(j),:);  
            currentPRight(j,:) = dataright(currentRowP(j), currentColumnP(j),:);  
        end 
     else  
         currentPLeft(j,:) = zeros(1,numFrames);   
         currentPRight(j,:) = zeros(1, numFrames);  
     end 
          
     %set up traces  
    leftTrace(i,:,1) = mean(currentLeft, 1); 
    rightTrace(i,:,1) = mean(currentRight,1); 
    leftTrace(i,:,2) = mean(currentPLeft, 1);  
    rightTrace(i,:,2) = mean(currentPRight,1); 
    leftTrace(i,:,3) = mean([currentLeft; currentPLeft],1);  
    rightTrace(i,:,3) = mean([currentRight; currentPRight], 1);  
     
    leftTraceB(i,:,1) = squeeze(leftTrace(i,:,1)) - squeeze(smooth(leftBack(:),24))'; 
    rightTraceB(i,:,1) = squeeze(rightTrace(i,:,1)) - squeeze(smooth(rightBack(:),24))';  
    leftTraceB(i,:,2) = squeeze(leftTrace(i,:,2));  
    rightTraceB(i,:,2) = squeeze(rightTrace(i,:,2));  
    leftTraceB(i,:,3) = squeeze(leftTrace(i,:,3))- squeeze(smooth(leftBack(:),24))';  
    rightTraceB(i,:,3) = squeeze(rightTrace(i,:,3)) - squeeze(smooth(rightBack(:),24))'; 
     
    %reset everything 
    clear currentRight currentLeft currentPRight currentPLeft ...  
        currentRow currentColumn currentRowP currentColumnP 
end  
 
             
if (strfind(dataname,'.mat')>0) 
    dataname=regexprep(dataname,'.mat','') 
 
end 
 
%matlab doesn't process names correctly if there's a decimal point inside 
%already, so the original input may already have .mat. This ensures .mat is 
%not copied twice 
disp(strcat('save to file: ',dataname,'blur_cells.mat')) 
 
strtemp=strcat(dataname,'blur_cells.mat') 
save(strtemp,'keepLabels', 'perimlabels', 'alignFrame', 'leftTrace', 'rightTrace','leftTraceB', 'rightTraceB', 'centroid', 'keepStats', 
'temps', 'time'); 
 
cd(strpath); 
 
end      
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B.3. Kinetic Fitting 
 
function ecolikineticsb_daa_tim(datapath, dataname, thermi, therme, txtname, dofit, sx_common, 
channel)  
%Txt name must also be a valid variable name (cannot start with a number - 
%start with a letter to be safe) 
%program reads output of ecolifind3, corrects for bleaching in the therm 
%bleaching time.   
%start point optional, if not given, will be calculated from all videos.  
%load ecoliread3 output  
%ecolikineticsb uses background corrected traces  
 
 
%load data  
strpath = pwd;  
cd(datapath); 
if(strfind(txtname,'.')>0) 
    a=strfind(txtname,'.'); 
    txtname(a)='P'; 
    disp('Txtname needs to be valid variable name. Cannot include periods. Periods replaced with capital P.') 
    clear a 
end 
if(strfind(dataname,'.')>0) 
    load(strcat(dataname, '_cells.mat'));  
else 
    load(strcat(dataname, '_cells'));  
end 
 
%time loaded from ecolifind 
 
if nargin < 8  
    %if not specified, analyze cells, if =1, cells, if =2, borders, if 
    %=3,.. cells + border 
    channel = 1;  
elseif channel >3;  
    channel = 1;  
end  
 
c = channel;  
[numObjects, numFrames, numChannels, numVideos] = size(leftTrace);  
 
%removing multiple video handling - see older versions  
%set kinetic bleach time, assuming 0 sec wait at end, 24fps   
kend = numFrames-12;  
ki = numFrames-60;  
 
%set up matrices 
a = zeros(numObjects);  
leftT = zeros(numObjects,numFrames);  
rightT = zeros(numObjects, numFrames);  
 
leftC = zeros(numObjects, numFrames); 
rightC = zeros(numObjects, numFrames); 
 
 
%calculate therm (leftT and rightT) bleaching and kinetic bleaching (leftC, 
%rightC) 
for i = 1:numObjects  
        %fit therm 
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        tL = polyfit(time(thermi:therme), leftTrace(i,thermi:therme,c), 1);  
        tR = polyfit(time(thermi:therme), rightTraceB(i,thermi:therme,c), 1);  
        leftT(i,:) = leftTrace(i,:,c) - tL(1)*time;  
        rightT(i,:) = rightTraceB(i,:,c) - tR(1)*time;  
        %clear tR tL 
 
        %fit kinetics 
        pL = polyfit(time(ki:kend),leftTrace(i,ki:kend,c),1);  
        pR = polyfit(time(ki:kend), rightTraceB(i, ki:kend,c),1);  
        leftC(i,:) = leftTrace(i,:,c) - pL(1)*time;  
        rightC(i,:) = rightTraceB(i,:,c) - pR(1)*time;  
 
        %calculate DaA from corrected  
        if exist('sx_common', 'var') %if sx_common given, calculate a(i,j)  
            currentRight = smooth(squeeze(rightC(i,sx_common:kend)),5);  
            currentLeft = smooth(squeeze(leftC(i, sx_common:kend)), 5);  
            a(i) = currentRight(3)/currentLeft(3);  
            DaA(i,:) = rightC(i,sx_common:kend) - a(i)*leftC(i, sx_common:kend); 
        end  
        clear tL tR pL pR 
end  
 
%calc DAtherm  
rT = squeeze(mean(rightT(:, thermi:therme),2)); 
lT = squeeze(mean(leftT(:, thermi:therme),2));  
DAt = rT./lT;  
therm = [rT, lT, DAt];  
 
%find start points by manually selecting, unless start point is given  
if ~exist('sx_common', 'var') %if stime not given  
    f= figure; set(gca, 'Fontsize', 18);  
    sx = zeros(numObjects, numVideos);  
    sy = zeros(numObjects, numVideos); 
    nstart = []; %list of i,js for which cannot find start point 
    disp('Click the first point in the jump in each video and then return.  Just return if you cannot determine the jump start.');  
    for i = 1:numObjects  
        plot(rightC(i,:,c), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 8, 'Linewidth', 2) 
        [x, y] = getpts(f);  
        if ~isempty(x)  
            sx(i) = x;  
            sy(i) = y;  
        else  
            disp(strcat('cannot determine start for cell ', num2str(i), ', video', num2str(j))); 
            nstart(end+1) = [i]; 
        end  
        clear x y 
    end  
    %find common start time for jump 
    sx_round = round(sx(sx>0));  
    sx_common = round(mean(sx_round)); 
end  
 
%calculate a(i,j) and DaA  
for i = 1:numObjects  
        currentRight = smooth(squeeze(rightC(i,sx_common:kend)),5);  
        currentLeft = smooth(squeeze(leftC(i, sx_common:kend)), 5);  
        a(i) = currentRight(3)/currentLeft(3);  
        DaA(i,:) = rightC(i,sx_common:kend) - a(i)*leftC(i, sx_common:kend); 
end  
%readjust fitting time 
disp(num2str(sx_common)) 
time_kinetics = time - time(sx_common+2); 
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%do automatic fitting - fit to exponential from new zero time.  
if dofit ==1 
    fitparams = zeros(numObjects,5); %to store fitting results 
    fitTrace = DaA;  
    ifig = figure; set(gca, 'Fontsize', 18); 
    afig = figure; set(gca, 'Fontsize', 18);  
    %first do fit of average to get reasonable starting points 
    aFitTrace =squeeze(mean(fitTrace(:,:),1));  
 
    %do bleach fit to final 2 seconds  
 
    aBl = polyfit(time_kinetics(ki:kend), aFitTrace(ki-sx_common:kend-sx_common), 1);  
    aBl_trace = aBl(2) + aBl(1)*time_kinetics(ki:kend);  
 
    %plot  
    afig; plot(time_kinetics(sx_common:kend), aFitTrace, 'ko', 'Markersize', 8, 'LInewidth', 2);  
    hold on;  
 
    plot(time_kinetics(sx_common+2), aFitTrace(3), 'kx', 'Linewidth', 2, 'Markersize', 10);  
    plot(time_kinetics(ki:kend), aBl_trace, 'm', 'Linewidth', 2);  
 
    %subtract fitting result (exponent first, then line)  
    aFitC = aFitTrace; %- aBl(1)*time_kinetics(sx_common:kend);  
 
    %fit corrected trace to single exponential y0 + 
    %A1*exp(-(t-t0)/tau1) 
    %y0 is initial offset 1 
    %A1 is folding kinetics amplitude (positive or negative)2 
    %t0 is second exponential offset 3 
    %tau2 is folding kinetics decay time  4 
 
    [aFitMin, aFitMinI] = min(aFitC); 
    init1(1) = 3*aFitC(3); %y0 
    init1(2) = 3*(aFitTrace(end) - aFitTrace(3)); 
    init1(3) =  time_kinetics(sx_common+2); 
    init1(4) = 1.5; 
    F = @(init,t)init(1)+init(2)*exp(-(t-init(3))/init(4));  
    %set bounds 
    y0 = aFitTrace(1) - aFitTrace(5);  
    A10 = 10*init1(2);   
 
%         if A10>0 %make decaying exponential 
%             ub = [10*abs(y0), abs(A10), time_kinetics(sx_common+24), 6]  
%             lb = [-10*abs(y0), 0, -3/24, .25] 
%         else %make increasing exponential  
%             ub = [10*abs(y0), 0, time_kinetics(sx_common+24),6]  
%             lb = [-10*abs(y0), -abs(A10), -3/24, .25]  
%         end 
 
    ub = [10*abs(y0), abs(A10), time_kinetics(sx_common+12), 6] 
    lb = [-10*abs(y0), -abs(A10), -3/24, .25]  
 
    %solve with multistart to avoid local minimum 
    opts = optimoptions(@lsqcurvefit,'MaxFunEvals', 1500, 'MaxIter', 1500);  
    problem = createOptimProblem('lsqcurvefit','x0',init1,'objective',F,... 
    'lb',lb,'ub',ub,'xdata',time_kinetics(sx_common+2:kend),'ydata',aFitC(3:end), 'options', opts); 
    %problem = createOptimProblem('lsqcurvefit','x0',init1,'objective',F,... 
    %'xdata',time_kinetics(sx_common+2:kend),'ydata',aFitC(3:end), 'options', opts); 
    ms = MultiStart('PlotFcns',@gsplotbestf); 
    [afit,errormulti, flat, out, allmins] = run(ms,problem,50); 
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    afit 
 
    afig;  
    hold off;  
    plot(time_kinetics(sx_common:kend), aFitC, 'ko', 'Markersize', 6);  
    hold on;  
    plot(time_kinetics(sx_common+2:kend), F(afit, time_kinetics(sx_common+2:kend)), 'b', 'Linewidth', 2);  
 
    for i = 1:numObjects  
        %correct bleaching  
        bl = polyfit(time_kinetics(ki:kend), fitTrace(i,ki-sx_common:kend-sx_common), 1);  
        %correct fittrace using same avg bleaching parameters (first 
        %attempt) 
        fitTraceC(i,:) = fitTrace(i,:); %- aBl(1)*time_kinetics(sx_common:kend); 
 
        %use output of avg fit to fit individual traces  
        init1 = afit; 
 
        %set new bounds  
        y0 = (fitTraceC(i,1) - fitTraceC(i,5));  
        A0 = 10*(fitTraceC(i,end)-fitTraceC(i,1));  
        t0 = time_kinetics(sx_common+10);  
 
        %first try - set new limits 
        ub = [10*abs(y0), abs(A0), time_kinetics(sx_common+12), 6]; 
        lb = [-10*abs(y0), -abs(A0), -3/24, .25];  
 
         problem = createOptimProblem('lsqcurvefit','x0',init1,'objective',F,... 
        'lb',lb,'ub',ub,'xdata',time_kinetics(sx_common+2:kend),'ydata',fitTraceC(i,3:end), 'options', opts); 
        [fitparams(i,1:4), ~, residual(i,:),exit(i), ~,~, fitstats(i).jacobian] = lsqcurvefit(problem); 
 
        ifig; 
        hold off;  
        plot(time_kinetics(sx_common+2:kend), fitTraceC(i,3:end), 'ko', 'markersize', 8, 'linewidth', 2);  
        hold on;  
        plot(time_kinetics(sx_common+2), fitTraceC(i, 3), 'bx', 'MarkerSize', 10, 'Linewidth', 2); 
        plot(time_kinetics(kend), fitTraceC(i, end), 'bx', 'MarkerSize', 10, 'Linewidth', 2);  
 
        %check the fit -->  if fitted 
        %tau is >4, refit as line; put fitparams in 6th spot   
        if fitparams(i,4) <= 3.5  
            fitparams(i,5) = 0;  %well characterized exponential  
            display(strcat('cell ', num2str(i), ' tau < 3.5'));  
            plot(time_kinetics(sx_common+2:kend), F(fitparams(i,1:4),... 
                time_kinetics(sx_common+2:kend)), 'b', 'Linewidth', 2); 
        else  
            fitparams(i,5) = 2;  %not well characterized exponential  
            %refit as line, set parameters, A, t1, t0 = 0 for calculation 
            %purposes  
            display(strcat('cell ', num2str(i), ' tau >3.5.  Refit as line.')); 
            pRe = polyfit(time_kinetics(sx_common+2:kend)', smooth(squeeze(fitTraceC(i, 3:end)),5), 1);  
            fitparams(i, 1:4) = [pRe(2), pRe(1), 0, 0];  
            plot(time_kinetics(sx_common+2:kend), pRe(2)+pRe(1)*time_kinetics(sx_common+2:kend),... 
                'b', 'Linewidth', 2);  
        end  
 
        %waitforbuttonpress; 
    end  
end 
 
mean(fitparams(:,5)) 
%make structs for easy import  
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%of basic data  
basic.rightTrace = rightTrace;  
basic.leftTrace = leftTrace; 
basic.temps = temps;  
basic.time = time;  
basic.channel = c;  
 
%of analysis  
ana.kstart = sx_common;  
ana.ktime = time_kinetics;  
ana.DaA = DaA;  
ana.DAt = DAt;  
ana.therm = therm; 
ana.leftC = leftC;  
ana.rightC = rightC;  
ana.dofit = dofit;  
if dofit == 1  
    ana.aBl = [aBl(1), aBl(2)];  
    %ana.reBl = [reavg.a, reavg.b, reavg.c]; 
    ana.params = fitparams; 
    ana.fitC = fitTraceC;  
else  
    ana.aBl = [];  
    ana.reBl = []; 
    ana.params = [];  
    ana.fitC = [];   
end  
 
%save corrected kinetics and fits (if done)  
if c == 1  
    txtname = strcat(txtname, '_cell');  
elseif c == 2  
    txtname = strcat(txtname, '_perim');  
elseif c == 3 
    txtname = strcat(txtname, '_blur');  
end  
     
save(strcat(txtname, '_daak.mat'),'c', 'time_kinetics', 'sx_common', 'leftC', 'rightC', 'DaA', 'therm'); 
if dofit == 1  
    save(strcat(txtname, '_daak.mat'), 'fitparams', '-append');  
end 
     
%also make struct for easy import  
eval(sprintf('%s_ana = ana;', txtname));  
eval(sprintf('%s_data = basic;', txtname));  
eval(sprintf('%s_fitstats = fitstats;', txtname)); 
save(strcat(txtname, '_ana.mat'), strcat(txtname, '_ana'), strcat(txtname, '_data'), strcat(txtname, '_fitstats'));  
close all 
end 
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B.4. Combining the Data 
 
function EcoliDataLoadGlobal2(datapath, savefile) 
 
%go through directory, check if analysis file exists.  if so, load in and 
%build up results databases  
%calculate means at the end  
 
%initialize file finding variables 
allfolders=dir(datapath);  
numFolders=numel(allfolders);  
names=[]; 
strpath = pwd; 
cd(datapath);  
numAna = 0;  
names = [];  
filenames = []; 
temps = []; 
 
%cycle through all folders to see if there are videos there. store video 
%files in "names"  
     
    for i = 1:numFolders 
        if allfolders(i).isdir == 1 
            filename = dir(strcat(allfolders(i).name, '\*_cell_ana.mat'));  
            if size(filename,1)==1;  
                numAna = numAna + 1;  
                extract = regexp(filename.name, '(\w+)_ana.mat', 'tokens');  
                names = strvcat(names, extract{1}{1}); 
                disp(names(end,:)) 
                %load variables in  
                x = load(strcat(allfolders(i).name, '\', filename.name));  
                eval(sprintf('ana = x.%s_ana;', extract{1}{1}));  
                eval(sprintf('basic = x.%s_data;',  extract{1}{1})); 
 
                %has temp been loaded yet? 
                ctemp = basic.temps(1); 
                stemp = num2str(round(ctemp));  
                found = find(round(temps) == round(ctemp)); 
 
                %if no, set up new matrix  
                if isempty(found)  
                    eval(sprintf('therm_%s = ana.therm;', stemp));  
                    eval(sprintf('DaA_%s = ana.fitC;', stemp));  
                    eval(sprintf('rightC_%s = ana.rightC;', stemp));  
                    eval(sprintf('leftC_%s = ana.leftC;', stemp));  
                    eval(sprintf('params_%s = ana.params;', stemp));  
 
                    temps = [temps; ctemp];  
 
                else %add to existing matrix  
                    eval(sprintf('therm_%s = [therm_%s; ana.therm];', stemp, stemp));  
                    eval(sprintf('DaA_%s = [DaA_%s; ana.fitC];', stemp, stemp));  
                    eval(sprintf('rightC_%s = [rightC_%s; ana.rightC];', stemp, stemp));  
                    eval(sprintf('leftC_%s = [leftC_%s; ana.leftC];', stemp, stemp));  
                    eval(sprintf('params_%s = [params_%s; ana.params];', stemp, stemp));  
                end  
 
                disp(ctemp); 
            end  
        end  
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    end  
 
temps = sort(temps, 'ascend');  
%save workspace  
save(strcat(savefile, '.mat'), '-regexp', 'therm_\d+');  
save(strcat(savefile, '.mat'), '-regexp', 'DaA_\d+', '-append');  
save(strcat(savefile, '.mat'), '-regexp', 'rightC_\d+', '-append');  
save(strcat(savefile, '.mat'), '-regexp', 'leftC_\d+', '-append');  
save(strcat(savefile, '.mat'), '-regexp', 'params_\d+', '-append'); 
save(strcat(savefile, '.mat'), 'temps', 'names', '-append');  
 
end 
function EcoliAvgGlobal2(dataname) 
 
if(strfind(dataname,'.')>0) 
    dataname2=strcat(dataname,'.mat'); 
    load(dataname2); 
else 
    load(dataname) 
end 
 
 
%make sure there's no prexisting variables in workspace 
 
vari=who' ; 
 
ind(1,1)=find(ismember(vari,'names')); 
ind(1,2)=find(ismember(vari,'temps')); 
ind(1,3)=find(ismember(vari,'dataname')); 
vari(:,ind(1,[1,2,3]))=[]; 
 
%deleted non dynamic variables  
 
IndexSS=strfind(dataname,'_'); 
IndexS=find(IndexSS==max(IndexSS)); 
daten=dataname(IndexSS(1,IndexS)+1:end); 
%This only works if dataname has the date as the LAST characters in the 
%title 
IndexC = strfind(vari, 'DaA'); 
Index = find(not(cellfun('isempty', IndexC))); 
 
%find locations of DaA variables in vari. For each DaA matrix, there is a 
%temperature associated. 
for i=1:size(Index,2) 
    [token remain]=strtok(vari{1,Index(1,i)},'_'); 
    temp=regexprep(remain,'_',''); 
    Index3=regexp(vari,temp); 
    IndexTemp=find(not(cellfun('isempty', Index3))); 
%Use previously found locations to extract rounded temperature information 
%Then use extracted temperature to look for all other variables including 
%that temperature.  
 
    eval(sprintf('DaA = %s;', vari{1,IndexTemp(1,1)})) 
    eval(sprintf('left = %s;', vari{1,IndexTemp(1,2)})) 
    eval(sprintf('params = %s;', vari{1,IndexTemp(1,3)})) 
    eval(sprintf('right = %s;', vari{1,IndexTemp(1,4)})) 
    eval(sprintf('therm = %s;', vari{1,IndexTemp(1,5)})) 
 
%Set the values of all the variables for one temperature to generic 
%variable names for averaging below 
 
    %left, right, DaA, therm, params 
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    [numCells, numFrames] = size(left);  
 
    %normTrace is normalized left and right to initial period 
    %make averages too  
    normTrace = zeros(numCells, numFrames, 2);  
    avgTrace = zeros(numFrames, 2, 2);  
    avgDaA = zeros(size(DaA,2), 2);  
    avgtherm = zeros(3,2); 
    avgParams = zeros(1,5);  
    for i = 1:numCells  
        normTrace(i,:,1) = right(i,:)/right(i, 50);  
        normTrace(i,:,2) = left(i,:)/left(i, 50);  
    end  
 
    avgTrace(:,:,1) = squeeze(mean(normTrace(:,:,:),1));   
    avgDaA(:,1) = squeeze(mean(DaA, 1));  
    avgTherm(:,1) = mean(therm, 1)'; 
 
    %make averages only of well fit  
    [expi] = find(params(:,5)==0);  
    avgTrace(:,:,2) = squeeze(mean(normTrace(expi,:,:),1));  
    avgParams(1,:) = squeeze(mean(params(expi,:),1));  
    avgDaA(:,2) = squeeze(mean(DaA(expi,:),1));  
    avgTherm(:,2) = mean(therm(expi, :),1);  
     
    str=[daten,' Average for Temperature ',temp]; 
    save(str,'avgTrace', 'avgDaA', 'avgParams', 'avgTherm', 'normTrace', 'expi') 
    %save the variables of interest in a specially named file 
    %repeat loop for all temperatures 
end 
end 
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APPENDIX C: Protocols 
The following protocols were taken from the group protocol database. 
 
C.1. Transformation of E. coli Protocol  
Author: Hannah Gelman 
Materials:  
50-500 ng of plasmid  
Competent cell strain of your choice (BL-21 (DE3) Codon Plus (RIPL) for most protein expression 
protocols)  
BME (from cell kit)  
Ice (obtained from 3rd or 4th floor)  
Water Bath set to 42° C 
14 mL Falcon tubes 
LB agar plates with appropriate antibiotic 
Glass Pasteur pipette  
 
These are general instructions for cell transformation.  Consult the manufacturer’s protocol for the specific cells you 
are using.   
 
1) Fill an ice bucket and place Falcon tubes, BME, cells, and plasmid on ice.  Allow to thaw and cool for 20-
30 minutes.   
2) Aliquot 50 uL of cells into a Falcon tube.   
3) Add .7 uL of BME to the cells.  Mix gently.   
4) Wait for 10 minutes.  Mix gently every 2 minutes.  
5) Add 50 – 500 ng of plasmid to cells.  Mix gently.  Incubate on ice for 30 minutes.  
6) While incubating, warm up an aliquot of LB and make sure the water bath temperature is set to 42.  
7) Heat shock the cells by holding the Falcon tubes in the water bath for 20 seconds.  (check the heat shock 
time for your cell strain – this may vary!)  
8) Set the cells on ice for 2 minutes.  
9) Add 450 uL of LB to the Falcon tube.  Place the tube in the shaker and shake for 30 minutes – 1 hour at 37 
degrees. 
10)  While cells are shaking, remove LB plate from the fridge.  Wipe off condensation and place agar side 
down.   
11)  Remove cells from shaker.  Pipette 50 – 200 uL of cells on the LB Agar pad.   
12)  Bend a pipette by flaming and sterilize with ethanol.  Flame again until all ethanol has burned off.  Let the 
pipette cool for 15 seconds.  
13)  Spread the cells evenly on the agar.  
14)  Place the plates in the incubator, agar side up, for 12-18 hours.  Small colonies should form.   Seal plates 
with parafilm and keep in the fridge until ready to use.  
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C.2. Protein Expression Protocol 
Author: Hannah Gelman 
Materials:  
 2 L flasks, autoclaved with 1 L LB each  
 1000x Ampicillin (.1g/mL) or Kanamycin (50 mg/mL)  
 1000x IPTG (1 M)  
 Transformed cells on plates (age < 2 weeks)  
 LB broth stock  
 
This protocol spans over 3 days.  The specific timing of your expression may vary.   
 
Day One:  
1) Prepare LB by mixing 20g LB powder/950 mL dH2O (total volume 1 L).  Mix using magnetic stirrer and 
set pH = 7 after all powder is dissolved.  
** weigh LB on Scout weighing scale and wipe area afterwards – LB is very light and will float 
everywhere.  
2) Pour 1L LB into each flask.   
3) Autoclave flasks and let them cool in the cold room.  LB can be kept for 1 night in the cold room.   
4) In the evening, inoculate a small (20 – 100 mL of LB) culture with 1 colony of transformed cells.  Add 
1/1000 volume of antibiotic stock solution.  Let the cells grow overnight in the shaker at 37°C.  
5) On day 1 or day 2, autoclave 500 mL centrifuge bottles and 50 uL centrifuge tubes for use on day 3.   
 
Day Two:  
1) Remove flasks from the cold room and allow them to warm up to room temperature.  
2) Add 1 mL of antibiotic stock solution to each flask.  
3) Inoculate each flask with 1-10 mL of the overnight culture.  Shake at 37°C.  
4) Baseline the UV-Vis with LB and monitor the OD600 of each flask throughout the day.   
5) When the OD600 reaches .6-1 (different proteins may work better at different induction times, this will take 
4-8 hours, depending on your inoculant), induce the cells by adding 1 mL IPTG stock.    
 Sometimes 1 flask may grow slower than another.  If this happens, you can take the fast 
growing flask out of the shaker for 30 min – 1 hour and allow the others to catch up.  
6) If inducing at 20°C, prop open the lid of the shaker and turn the temperature control down to 0.  If inducing 
at 37°C, continue to shake with the lid closed. 
7) Induce for 5 – 16 hours (depending on protein and desired yield).  
 
 
Day Three: 
(depending on induction time, this may be the evening of Day Two)  
 
1) Pour cells into 500 mL centrifuge bottles.  Make sure that tubes are balanced by volume.  
2) Place the F500 rotor in the centrifuge and load the bottles.  Make sure that the rotor is balanced.  
3) Centrifuge for 25 minutes, at 5000 rpm and 4 °C.   
4) Remove the bottles and pour off the supernatant.  If you have more flasks to spin down, you can pour the 
supernatant on to the cells that have already spun down.   
5) When all flasks have been spun down, gather cells into one container.  Bleach supernatant, flasks, and 
bottles.  Let sit 15 minutes, pour out, and wash with soap and water. 
6) Suspend cells in 10 mL lysis buffer/liter expressed + 1 mM PMSF.  At this point cells can be frozen in dry 
ice and stored at -80 °C or you can continue with the Protein Purification protocol.  
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C.3. Cell Breaking and Purification Protocol 
Author: Hannah Gelman 
Materials:  
500 mM Imidazole, 300 mM NaCl, 50 mM Na2PO4  (pH = 8) 
300 mM NaCl, 50 mM Na2PO4  (pH = 8)  (lysis buffer)  
Ni-NTA His-Bind Column  
Sonicator, ice 
PMSF, DNAse  
Cell breaking  
1) Thaw cells on ice in a small beaker.   
2) Add 20 uL DNAse/10 mL lysis buffer  
3) Sonicate cells  
a. Put cell beaker in ice bucket and raise until sonicator tip is fully submerged but not touching 
the bottom.  
b. Set sonicator to pulse on for 6 seconds, off for 12 seconds 
Process time = 6:00 (total time will be 18 min), Amplitude = 70 
c. If you have > 100 mL of cells or more, sonicate in 2 batches to increase efficiency 
4)  Centrifuge lysate in centrifuge tubes (10,000 rpm, 20 min, 4°C)  
5) Keep the supernatant, filter through .22 um filter.   
a. If supernatant is hard to filter – centrifuge again.  The next time, you may wish to sonicate for 
more cycles or in smaller volumes.  
 
Purification (for 6xHis tagged proteins, see specific protocol for other methods) 
1) Use a new or regenerated Ni-NTA column.  Equilibrate with lysis buffer.   
(choose resin height such that 1 mL resin ~ 10 mg protein expected.  May approximate ~ 2 mL slurry/liter 
of cells, will depend on induction time and protein expression level)  
2) Carefully apply lysate to column using transfer pipette.  Collect the flow through.  Try not to disturb the column 
bed or allow the column to run dry.   
3) Wash with 2-3 column volumes of the following (make low concentrations of Imidazole by mixing with lysis 
buffer to keep salt concentration constant):  
 50 mM Imidazole  
 100 mM Imidazole  
 150 mM Imidazole  
 200 mM Imidazole  
 300 mM Imidazole  
 500 mM Imidazole  
 Collect each column volume (“fraction”) in a separate tube (you can use glass culture  
 tubes or 15 mL plastic tubes).  
4) Run SDS-PAGE (see separate protocol) analysis for all fractions  
5) Combine fractions that have your protein and dialyze in your desired storage buffer.  Alternatively, you can 
concentrate using Millipore centrifugation filters.   
 
NOTE: As with induction times, Imidazole concentration gradient is a guideline.  If you notice that your protein 
starts to elute with lots of other stuff, increase the number of steps at low Imidazole concentrations (e.g. Wash with 
50 mM, 75 mM, 100 mM, 125 mM).  
If you notice that your protein is not binding well to the column, try regenerating the column (see attached protocol) 
or using 50 mM phosphate buffer as your binding and equilibration buffer.  
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C.4. ReAsh in vivo Labeling Protocol 
Author: Timothy Chen and Hannah Gelman 
†A 1-5mg/mL stock of lysozyme should be prepared prior to experiment. This stock can be used 1-2 weeks after 
preparation. A plate of MG GPGKtc cells should also be streaked prior to Day 1. Ideally the day directly before for 
best results but a 1-week old plate is acceptable.  
 
††Any pipetting involving cell should be done with the wide orifice pipettes. Pipetting off supernatant can be done 
with normal pipettes.  
 
†††This same protocol can be used for BL21 GFP-tc cells, but amount of ReAsh may need to be increased due to 
higher levels of protein expression for GFP-tc compared to GPGKtc. 
 
Day 1 
1) In the morning, start a 2 mL culture of cells from 1 colony (falcon tube). Add appropriate antibiotic (for 
1000x stock of ampicillin, use 2µL). For extra precaution, two cultures can be started (each from a separate 
colony). The rest of the procedure is then done in parallel. Note it takes about 10 hours from starter culture 
to induction. 
2) Allow the culture to grow until it is cloudy (~4-6 hours) 
3) Make a 1:100 dilution of cells (note once the dilution is done, it will take around 5-6 hours until the 
induction step) into 2mL of LB (20µL cells) and add antibiotic (2µL for 1000x ampicillin) – done in a 
falcon tube. 
4) Put in shaker at 37°C and monitor until OD600 reaches 0.5 – 0.7 (higher end of range may produce better 
results, takes ~2-3 hours to reach 0.5-0.6). Use plastic disposable cuvettes (1.5mL size). Baseline the UV-
vis using LB from 650nm to 550nm. Pipette 1mL of cells using wide orifice pipettes. Once the 
measurement is taken, pipette the cells back into the falcon tube.  
5) Add lysozyme to the cells in the falcon tube for a final lysozyme concentration of 50µg/mL (ε=36000 and 
MW=14,307 g/mol). Place on ice for 10 minutes. At this point, the water bath next to the shaker in A229 
should be set to 10°C so it can be ready by induction (see step 14).  
6) After 10 minutes, transfer the cells in the falcon tube to a round bottom eppendorf tube and spin down the 
cells for 10 minutes at 10,000g. A convenient way to perform this is to fill two tubes with 500µL of cells 
each for balancing. Keep the excess of cells as a backup. If using two cultures, use 500µL from one and 
500µL from the other. 
7) Gently pipette off the supernatant and resuspend the cell pellet using LB at the original volume (500µL of 
LB for each tube if doing the “convenient way”). Spin down the cells again with the same settings. Note 
that there should be little to no delay between the end of spindown and pipetting as the pellet dissolves 
quickly. 
8) Pipette off the supernatant again (pipette supernatant for all spin steps to reduce pellet loss) and resuspend 
using LB at the original volume (500µL per tube). Add antibiotic to each tube (0.5µL of 1000x amp for 
each tube). 
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9) During the second spin, poke holes (~3) in the top of two new round bottom eppendorf tubes. Take 100µL 
of the resuspended cells and place them in one of these tubes. 
10) Add 1µL of ReAsh stock (final concentration=20µM) to these 100µL of cells. The ReAsh will need to be 
thawed for a minute or two before it can be pipetted. Completely wrap the ReAsh tube with aluminum foil 
and let it thaw at room temperature.  
11) Pipette up and down a few times gently to mix (recommended to use ~50µL volume on 100 or 200µL 
pipette for mixing). 
12) From the tube that the 100µL cells were taken out, take ~300µL of the remaining cells and place them into 
the other round bottom eppendorf tube with holes poked in the top (these cells could have also come from 
the other 500µL tube).  
13) Shake the 100µL labeled and 300µL unlabeled cells at 37°C. Cover the top of the tubes loosely with 
aluminum foil to prevent contaminants from falling through holes. Monitor the OD600 with the unlabeled 
cells to prevent loss of ReAsh labeled cells. Make sure the foil is loose enough to allow air into the tube but 
tight enough to not fall off while the tube shakes.  
14) When the OD600 reaches 1 or more (around 1.5-2 hours after lysozyme addition/spin down), induce both 
tubes with IPTG at 500µM (stock IPTG is usually 1M, for a 100mM stock use 0.5µL/100µL cells). If the 
OD600 still has not reached 1 after 3 hours, induce the cells anyway. A more dilute sample of IPTG may be 
desired to avoid needing to pipette extremely small volumes. Use MQ water to dilute the IPTG stock.  
15) Leave the cultures to induce overnight at 25°C. Note to use lower temperatures with the shaker in A229, 
the bath should be set 15°C below the desired temperatures. In this case, it should be set to 10°C.  
Day 2 
1) 12-13 after induction (aim for lower end of range especially for imaging), spin down the cells at 10,000g 
for 10 minutes. If desired, 100µL of cells from the 300µL tubes can be placed in a separate tube, and that 
tube can be spun down. This way you can be sure it’s 100µL since there’s less than 300µL in the tube from 
volume loss (from things such as checking OD). All 100µL of the ReAsh cells can be also placed in a new 
round bottom eppendorf tube if one wants to avoid spin down in tubes with holes. 
2) Pour off the supernatant and resuspend at a 1:4 dilution in ice cold PBS (400µL PBS/100µL cells). Spin 
down again at 10,000g for 10 minutes. Pour off the supernatant and resuspend at a 1:4 dilution in cold PBS.  
Prepare for imaging or other experiments. Store the 1:4 stocks on ice until they are needed.   
a. For imaging, use a final dilution of ~1:20 in PBS (more dilutions may be necessary depending 
how crowded the cells look under the microscope). 
b. For performing a melt, use a final dilution of ~1:8 in PBS (more dilutions may be necessary if 
there appears to be significant scattering). 
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C.5. ReAsh in vitro Labeling Protocol 
Author:  Hannah Gelman (based on protocol by Irisbel) 
 
Materials needed:  
1) FlAsh or ReAsh labeling kit (from Invitrogen), including 100X BAL buffer, 2 mM ReAsh or FlAsh stock  
2) 20 mM TCEP stock (reducing agent) (pH 7.4 in protein storage buffer) 
3) 200 – 500 mM EDTA stock (also pH) 
4)  Sonicator/vacuum line for degassing  
5) tetracysteine labeled protein  
 
Part I: Prep for labeling  
1) Degas water for making reaction buffer.  If desired, can make 1X BAL buffer with water and degas the 
mixed solution.   
2) Incubate 10 uM protein for 2h at room temperature in 1X BAL buffer with 6 mM TCEP to reduce disulfide 
bonds  
3) Add 2-10x ReAsh-EDT2 with gentle stirring (optional for up to 2 hours).  Stock ReAsh-EDT2 is 2 mM.   
 
Part II: Labeling  
1) Follow steps 1-2 as above.  Mix ReAsh-EDT2 in fluorimeter cuvette – don’t worry about gentle stirring, 
but mix well.  
2) Take an initial spectra – Ex: 593 nm, scan from 600 nm – 800 nm.  
3) Do kinetic analysis Ex: 593 nm, Em: 608 
4)  nm (Invitrogen SpectraViewer)  
5) After 2 hours, take a final spectra  
 
Part III: Certification of labeling   
1) Use spin filters to exchange reaction buffer for storage buffer 
N.B.: try to limit the time/repetitions of spin filtering to reduce the chance of protein sticking to 
the membrane  
2)  Submit the filtered sample to Mass Spec – ReAsh is 545.38 g/mol (Invitrogen)  
3) If mass spec shows multiple protein peaks, continue to optimize protocol.  If mass spec too noisy (i.e. no data), 
improve buffer exchange.   
 
Part IV: Troubleshooting  
Labeling: Publications show labeling plateau at ~ 60 minutes of incubation.  If the labeling trace does not level out 
by ~60 minutes  
  Adjust ReAsh:protein ratio  
  Degas more of the reaction buffer  
  Check the age of ReAsh and BAL buffer – if >6 months old, may cause problems  
  Adjust TCEP ratio/add BME  
Certification:   
  if MALDI does not give clean result, improve buffer exchange  
  Check how binding changes over time – either with MALDI and checking intensity in fluorimeter.  
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